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Tomas Suchanek, the XS King, is the
undisputed world champion. His
performance with the Moyes XS has been
truly outstanding in 1991 and 1992. His
achievements are the envy of all:
Australian Nationals 1992
1st
Flatlands 1992
1st
Flatlands 1991
1st
Bogong Cup 1992
1st
Moyes Delta Gliders Pty Ltd
173 Bronte Rd ., Waverley,
N.S.W. 2024 Australia
Tel: (02) 387 5622 (02) 38 7 6455
FAX: (02) 38 7 4472

Moyes Californi a 22021 Covello St .,
Californi a 91303.
Tel: (818) 887 3361
Fax: (818) 7020612

KING
World Championships-Brazil 1991 1st
Czech Nationals 1991
1st
French Nationals 1991
1st
Ever since Tomas started using the Moyes XS
he has never looked back, going from
strength to strength.
1992 should continue to be another year of
XS domination, so don't be a knave, prince or
queen ... join the XS King and win, win, win.
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kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service to members. For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65 (sent
SAL), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles ,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by
the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following month's
Issue!) for contributions, market place, etc.
Market place is free to financial members please quote your number - otherwise a charge
of $5 per ad is applicable.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

Skysailor Contributions
All Skysailor contributions should be sent
to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in. It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested .
Please supply a stamped, self addressed en velope for their return .

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888
PRESIDENT
Richard Reitzin
Ph (02) 2353033 W
or (02) 3651533 H

May 1992

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ian Jarman
(069) 472 888

For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel
Sec. Harry Docking
Tres. Debbie Nathaniel
Safety & Training:
Mark Mitsos
Jo McNamara

(042) 971923
(042) 967796
(042) 971923
(042) 674570,
(042) 942305

NSWHGA Inc Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood
gds, Double Bay NSW 2028, (02) 3274484
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Mike Pendlebury
(06) 2924065
Pres. Grant Heaney
(06) 2979081
Nth Old: Warwick Gill
(070) 537768

Sth Old
PO Box 149
Kenmore Q 4069
Phil Pritchard
018761193
James Christenson,
Sec. & PR
(07) 2026342 H
8642788 W

VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3976033 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Sarah Armstrong
(09) 3142749

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H
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FRONT COVER
Looking towards Bright from the Mt Buffalo
lookout. Photo by Graham Herbert.

CLUBS
Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Bris.)
Pres. Jon Durand
(075) 333611
Sec. Sonia Jones
(075) 762225

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Guenther Janssen
(064) 562276
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190
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Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Alf Piper
(043) 631278
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Duncan Brown
(043) 328334
2nd Wed Tuggerah
Lakes Mem Club
lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Illawarra
Yacht Club 1 st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
(042) 971852
Sec Warwick Kelly
(042) 261707
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305
Sec. Chris Boyce
(042) 942545
meet 6pm 1st Sun
ea month
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 332
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colin McGree
(079) 723595
Sec. Craig Anderson
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton
(068) 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
(068) 537220
Tres. Mark Madden
(063) 622927

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753
Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432
Capricorn Skyriders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Brian Braby
(066) 215725
Sec. Shirley Lake
(066) 858147
meet 1st Wed
each month
Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Sec. Robert Keen
(074) 455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
(074) 821664
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
(063) 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
(047) 871480

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Craig Worth
Pres Richard McWhinney (065) 592713
(049) 549415
Sec. Grant Armstrong
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(065) 537095 H
(049) 585113
Fx (065) 835972 W
"PG " Ian Ladyman
Ben Leonard
(049) 498946
(065) 821966
Sutton Forest Flyers
Lower Blue Mts
Pres. Don Farrar
HG Club
(042) 840221 H
Sec. Nigel Felton
Sec. David Jones
(02) 6288379
(048) 611699W
Treas. David Middleton (048) 894182H
(02) 6236961
Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
Sky High
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Paragliding Club
Pres. Scott Beresford
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St
(03) 4575173 ah
Sec. Julie Beresford
Richmond
(03) 4575173 ah
Townsville Hang
Eastern H.G. Club
Gliding Assoc.
Peter Batchelor
Pres Graeme Etherton
(03) 7353095
(077) 733580
Greg Withers
Tres. Brad Cooper
(03) 8763981 meet
(077) 792353
3rd Wed Olinda
Hotel, Main St
Whitsundays HG CI.
Pres. David Redman
Lilydale (n. rail line)
(079) 552740
Dalwallinu HG Club
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
Pres. Andrew Humphries (079) 552913
(09) 3816053
Sec. Mathew Tchan
Far Sth Coast HGC
(09) 33541 00
Anthony Orman
(044) 762098
Bob Chidgey
(044) 71 1765
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Firstly this month thanks to all those who
have commented on the last two issues - it's
good to hear that I'm publishing (mostly!)
what the membership likes to read. Of
course, the thanks must go to all our contributors for their efforts.
It is with a good deal of sadness that
Skysailor reports the untimely death of
another of our fellow pilots, Paul Hardy-Atkins, who died because of a side wire
failure. Perhaps this fatality brings to light
our sport's need to look into of '100hourly'
etc, airworthiness checks on our gliders.
Such checks are part of other areas of aviation.
I have printed the guidelines of the
Australian Sports Commission on antidoping etc and although it may be somewhat dry reading to many, a number of our
members have expressed concern over
having to agree to the drug testing item on
their HGFA renewal form. If you still have
some concerns over this issue, you are ad-

vised to call Ian Jarman on 069
472888 to have a chat about it.
One of our members commented
in passing that he had to read of a
HGFA v. CAA administrative
issue in another sport aviation
magazine. While I do attempt to
publish all relevant information in
Skysailor, space is limited. If I
know that certain information has
been sent to states, regions and/or
clubs I don't usually duplicate it.
Perhaps our communication channels are not totally clear, or perhaps
there is a problem of selective hearing/reading at the club level? No doubt
many of us have been guilty at some time
of thinking, "Who cares? That's got nothing
to do with me".
Well I think we've finally got it right - our
fax number that is! It is now 066 285117.
Greg and I discovered that, since our phone
is already a business phone, having a fax on

the same line was too much hassle both for
ourselves and our caBers. With the fax now
on a separate line, we all should have no
further troubles. Thanks for your patience!
Don't forget, Skysailor needs more articles and photos! Please?!
Safe Flying,
Marie

New Skysailor Fax No.: 066 285117
Birthday? Anniversary?
Can't find that perfect gift?
Look no further!
Now available from HGFA
Support your sport
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the b
Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
Book, 'Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots' - every pilot should have one on their bookshelf
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA calendar - now available!
Auastralian Open video

$19~95

9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
50.00
19.95
39.95

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for calendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720, Ph/Fx: 069-472888
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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is assisted by the Australian Sports Commission, and I (you) acceptthatI (you) may
be selected for drug testing at any time."

Dear Marie
I would like to thank everyone in the eastern part of Australia for the hospitality
during my hang gliding trip earlier this
year.
Thank you, Enterprise Wings, for the
glider at the Women's Pre-world Comp in
Japan.
Birgit Svens
Marie
I moved to Port Macquarie a few years ago
and since then have been flying in the company of a gentleman named Bob Cox. This
Friday, Bob is to be presented with a
Bravery Award for saving the life of a
female hang glider pilot who got into difficulty and landed in the ocean at Crescent
Head.
I wanted to pass this on to readers as Bob
has been a great friend to me and other
pilots who have been lucky enough to come
into contact with him. He is an extremely
keen pilot and a great ambassador to the
sport.
Regards
Ben Leonard
Marie
As I am trying to send infonnation to each
club in Australia, I find it difficult to do just
that. Obtaining addresses was the first and
most difficult problem as not all clubs have
given an address in Skysailor and possibly
not all clubs are even listed. HGFA has an
old but sketchy list of addresses (most likely not current).
Consequently if I have missed sending
raffle tickets out to any clubs, they could
get in touch with me via the Cairns Hang
Gliding Club and also send in name, address and phone numbers to Skysailor.
I would also like to thank Marie for a job
well done with Skysailor as I don't envy the
task.
With many thanks
Marjorie
Dear Marie
I have just received my blue membership
slip ill the post and I cannot believe what I
am reading. A glance through the fine pint
reveals the following passage: "The HGFA
May 1992

I have been hang gliding for over 15 years
and in that time have participated in one,
maybe 2, low key competitions. While I
agree in principle to the above quote in the
context of nationally or internationally
recognised competitive events, I am a
RECREATIONAL FLYER and I object in
the strongest possible tenns to this gross
assault on the civil rights of the non-competitive flying community.
I, for one, do not accept that I may be
selected for drug testing at any time!
Doubtless there will be more than a handful
of smart-arses who will suggest that I
should be the first one to be drug-tested. For
you people, this is purely a question of civil
liberties for the non-competitive pilot.

If I have misinterpreted the meaning of
the fine print, then by all means, re-write it
to remove the ambiguity, but as it stands I
have visions rulming around my head of
site ~Gestapo' armed with hypodennic
syringes and specimen vials - ridiculous I
hear you cry! Well how about this one then;
it's 11.30 pm on a Tuesday night. You have
just snuggled down in bed. There's a knock
at the door. Yes, folks it's the drug testing
squad, "What, you haven't flown in 6
months? It doesn'tmatter, mate, you signed
the acceptance fonn when you joined the
HGFA, now pee in this phial" .
Yes, that's right, I am being a bit silly, (I
hope), but seriously folks, I see nothing on
the blue slip ruling out such a scenario.
I also apologise in advance in case this
issue has been put to the general membership for ratification and I somehow missed
it. I read every Skysailor, although I must
admit to sometimes only skimming over
executive reports and the like, but it seems
to me that the issue of compulsory drugtesting for the general membership is something which should have been drawn to the
attention of the general membership right
from the start! A double page spread in 6
inch bold face type would not have been
excessive to my mind, rather than perhaps
hiding any reference to it in the fine print
of an executive report?
Come on HGFA - surely this is a joke!
Comments, supportive or otherwise would
be much appreciated.
Andy Mower, 53095 ",.
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Own your

own radio!
ICOM IC40'5
UHF RADIOS
DISCOUNTED!
Australia's best selling UHF radios.
Talk direct or use repeater stations
on the crystal clear FM band. Your
choice of the basic IC-40. strong. reliable and budget priced. or the 40G
with LCD display. programmable
scan & background lighting or the
40G Plus with an upgraded long life
battery as standard equipment. For
pilots & crew these compact. powerful (up to 5 watts) nl-cad battery
powered radios are real winners.
12 months factory guarantee.

Only $479
Only $ 5:30
40G Plu5 Only $ 560
ICOM headset with F'TT $ 95.00
Post & insurance $16

ICOM A-20
AIR8AND RADIOS
Want to fly legally near
the cloudbase or at licenced airfields '? Fly
safe with the aircraft
band ICOM A-20. Two
models. the standard
A-20 with programmable scan. or the new a20 ~ with an Improved navigation function and frequency selection on top of the
radio. DOTC Legal!
~CalTY

case &
Free AC & DC chargers.

A-20
$649.00
A-20Plu5 $695.00
Post & insurance $18

AFTER ATRIKE 1!
We sell FLASH trikes (all legal) also the
Drifter and the Sky Fox ultralight aircraft.
Fly- in and try one!

YES Mail. phone or Fax your orders to
us. Bankcard. Visa. Mastercard OK.
Prices quoted ta x exempt.

Ul TRAUGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305, (03) 439-6083
FAX (03) 431-1869
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P.S. This is notmeantas a personal attack
on anyone. I hope I don't get one of those
nasty personalised responses which so
lower the tone of an otherwise excellent
mag.

awaken from our lazy slumber if we are to
control and favourably direct the outcomes
of inevitable change. Otherwise, my
friends, our kids will be serving shusimi in
their restaurants on our soil.

Dear Marie
I am writing to the membership in support
of the sentiments expressed in Ian Jarman's
March '92 article "HGFA Back to the Future". Although I thought he went a bit
overboard about that bloody Machiavelli,
he was saying to us that we get the government we deserve; that currently things are
crook and threaten to get crooker. That if
we don't start running our little show as an
efficient business, we will rapidly be in
deep trouble as events overtake us and we
will have no one to blame for this state of
affairs but ourselves.

I first met Ian Jarman along with Craig
Worth and the late Peter Brown at Hill 60
in Wollongong on one of their trips south
from the Palms in '78. I would like to
express my opinion to the membership that
we are very lucky to have a bloke like Ian
who loves our sport so much. He brings to
it vision, tenacity and leadership and he
certainly has my support.

Structural weakness and poor people
decisions - tell me about them! My last 19
months working in northern Thailand has
taught me quite a lot about these matters.
The Third World does that to a bloke.
Ian's plea for organisational and operational sanity could in my opinion be readily
applied to the whole of that stump end of
Asia which we call Australia. We must

So if we don't want quadruple figure
membership fees and less space and sites to
fly, I suggest that we pull our fingers out
like good Aussies should, follow his lead
and fight hard to protect our "vested interests".
Yours sincerely
Paul Cleland, 53252
Dear Marie
I note, in this month's Skysailor (April),
your comment about lack of comment on
Ian Jarman 's "Back to the Future" . So !read
it again. Ian did say he was after "diverse
and uninhibited discussion" . Against the

volume of the article, it was a pretty small
paragraph; you could miss it. Normally,
like many other members, I'd pull my head
in, but I guess I'm expendable.
My impression is that, having spent some
HGFA money for a commercial outfit to
advise him on what to do, Ian is now setting
about selling. The commercial outfit may
well be the same one that worked the
Australian Ultralight Federation over, and
turned it into a company.
The overtures have a familiar ring. He
talks of being professional, having
shareholders (who are also customers), and
directors and managers, and I tend to imagine board meetings and directors ' fees
etc, etc.
I wish people wouldn't use the word
"professional" out of context. It means
earning money from your education or in
sport; from what you train for. Not all
professionals are competent or efficient.
The oldest profession is prostitution and
I'm sure the net result of that profession is
not what we are looking for. Yeah? How
would I know about professionals? Wei cos
I ah wun. "...

...

,I ..
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toons, which don't do much more than
take up space (I like good cartoons). It
may be a little more cerebral, butwe do
average about 36 years of age now.
The above questions also led me to
take the "cynical view" that the CAA
precipitated the whole thing. It is unfortunate that hang gliding is chained to a
big brother administration whose existence depends almost totally on the
management of safety, and whose ma in
preoccupation is multimillion dollar
enterprise responsible for the lives of
millions of people, and whose power is
almost absolute.

Take off at Frazer Park, E-NE site on NSW Central Coast
photo by Scott Alder

From my experience, HGFA would not
want to treat it's shareholders the way
many companies do. Those directors and
managers become just as nebulous to
shareholders as HGFA has been to its members in the past. To quote Ian; "HGFA has
no traditions of working with or for the
mass base of participation". I would drink
to that, and perhaps it could have been
different.
A while back, I read an article in
Australian Ultralight, which quoted a letter
written by Ian to the CAA which, abbreviated, said;
"The HGFA has worked very hard to lift its
game and now feel confident that we are
providing a safer and more professional(1)
service for our members, the public and
CAA. However, with only one full time
employee (myself), there is only so much
tbatcan be done. It is with much trepidation
that we view the authority's proposal to
remove funding . The long term effects of
this action is a return to uncontrolled operations by hang gliders, PHGS and
paragliders. "
The reply which CAA gave was also
quoted, and it ran;
"The CAA acknowledges the work done by
HGFA in establishing and maintaining
standards in hang gliding which have made
the sport available to your members and
acceptable to the public.

May 1992

The government's decision to phase out
funding of the safety contract will .have an
effect on the total industry including all
sporting bodies. For hang gliding to continue it must be conducted at the standards
of safety etc, as is
presently the case. If
not, the CAA would
be obliged to implement whatever controls necessary and
those involved in the
sport would pay the
cost of those controls."
Now that little lot
puts the picture of
one facet of HGFA
pretty clearly, and
most members reading that would be a
little more understanding ofHGFA.
So why did I have
to find out by reading
Australian
Ultralight? What is
wrong
with
Skysailor presenting
this sort of insight. It
may be dry and
uninteresting, but, it
is at least as important as some carSKYSAILOR

The hang gliding fraternity is a
minority group at the very bottom of
the aviation heap. As a lobby group,
probably the best we can do is beg for
mercy. Therefore HGFA does its best
to make us look good. So we should not
have delusions of grandeur.
Safety is a versatile tool used all the
way from top to bottom. It has many
aspects; practical, moral, emotional, political, bureaucratical, hypocritical, cynical
and probably a few more aI's as well. Apart
from preventing damage to people and '.

Australia's most
comprebensiYe outdoor
and traye1 equipment
catalogue.
To obtain your free 48 page
catalogue simply phone
(008) 80S ~98 Toll Free,
Fax (03) 670 4622
(Melbourne residents phone
670 9485) or write to:
Paddy Pallin Mail Order

360 Little Bourke Street
Melbourne, Victoria 3000

THE LEADERS IN ADVENTURE
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really matter". It seems we will be going in
several directions at once.

property, it is used to hassle manufacturers,
subdue members, win arguments; farmers
use it to keep pilots off their property, PR
officers use it to pacify the public.
Yet in other aspects safety is taken with a
grain of salt Some sports include injury
time. You are expected to get hurt!
I've seen 6 year olds belting about on
specifically manufactured motor cycles
with inevitable results. Their bigger
brothers get smashed up in front of an
audience of millions. Even paraplegic
rugby is dangerous, and no accident report
forms or mention of pilot error. In our position it is hard for us to take a balanced view,
but we should try. But I digress.
So what has Ian been sold on? What is it
that will help us "use fewer resources",
"start fmancing more and more activities",
"building (up) our thin and volatile financial base", "reducing costs by focusing
resources more accurately into things that

Firstly we seem to be going to do away
with state associations. Well from where
Ian stands that may be a good thing, from
where I stand it will be a sad day for SA.
SAHGA is the one cohesive factor for the
members of SA. Without it the membership
would splinter and disintegrate, but our
reps would no longer be any bother at
HGFAAGMs ...
Ifwe assume Ian's proposal is inevitable
then let's start from there. What we have is
a bunch of "directors" who conjure up a
"plan" and a budget and it gets the green
light from the "masses". Now the said
directors are going to get on with it all by
themselves.
It should be a first! Except for a one or
two man show I've never heard of directors
doing anything beyond the boardroom.
Considering that these people are going to
be "only those qualified and motivated"
and that (in the past) "we struggle to find
people just to do any job"; they will be a
very small elite group. Since they will want
to rub shoulders, they will all come from
the same place and they will get on with 'it' .
And, they will regularly inform the members, but, the member have a positive
obligation to inform themselves!(?)

New fax number for
Skysailor

066285117
If enough members don't like 'em they
can sack 'em and be given another lot.
Presumably from the same bottomless
source.
Well I reckon the mob running the show
will still be invisible, unless they do a LOT
more communicating. Since after a vote
only 50% of any group likes what is being
done to or for them, eventually the other
50% stop being interested, "positive
obligation" or not.
Any small group will be totally unable to
know the circumstances under which other
remote groups have to operate and therefore will not effectively cater for them.
They will eventually end up being THEM,
and they will be overworked just as they are
now.
If Ian wants a thorough re-appraisal in an
effective and democratic way I could
volunteer some suggestions that might
help. Whether he would like them or just be
"resistant to change" I can't say.
But for now I think I'll get some fresh air
by trying to chase my vario all over the sky.

Pat Finch ..

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Turnut NSW 2720
Phone/Fax: (069) 47 2888
Assisted by tbe Australian Sports Commission
office use on ly

Membership Application
Address:

Name:

PhoneHm

. Occupation:

. State:

.Wk

. Sex: M/F

Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Details: $

Cheque / Money Order / Mastercard / Bankcard / Visa

Expiry Date:

Card #: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .

Signature: .
HGFASchedule oCFees
$125 12 months (FULL) Mcmbenhip
$115 (Nth-NSW) 12 mths FUll Mcmbetsbip
$135 (SA) 12mths FUll. membership
$20
PHG Pilots Operating Levy
$50
Additional Family Member (12 months)
$25
Rejoining Administratioo Fee
$45
Short Term Membership (4 months)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
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$15

Triaillnstructional Flight (TIP)
7 Days total available through instructors only

$50
(12issues)"Skysailor" Subscription (NonfIy)
$65
Over.;eas (sent SAL)
$95
Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$5
FAI licence
$15
PHG Ops Manual
$10
Comps Manual
$5
Tow Manuals
Pro rata fees apply only to new members or short term members applying for
FULL membersblp.
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27 September to 4 October inclusive
All pilots must have a data back camera. UHF radio will also be
required.
All enquiries phone secretary Ron Huxhagen on (079) 552913 or
Fax (079) 511648

South East Queensland Regionals
10 - 17 October with the 18th as a reserve
Tentative venue - Killarney
Contact Phil Pritchard 018 761193

1992 Northern NSW Regional Championships
It is intended to run these championships over the weekends of
3-5 October, 17-18 October and 31 October-1 November 1992.
The weekend of 14-15 November 1992 will also be used if
insufficient rounds have been held. The comp is to be run at
various sites in the region including Cooplacurripa, Rylstone and
Tamworth.

The competition is intended to provide experience for new
competition pilots and will be run in A grade, B grade and C grade.
Extensive use of "Cats Cradle" type tasks will be made.
By using volunteer labour from the clubs in the region the entry
fee will be set at $20. Contact Craig Worth on 065 592713 for
more information.

Third Paragliding Championship of
Reunion Island 1992

International
Competition of Hang Gliding for the SOOth
Birthday of the first climb of Mont Aiguille
Trieves, France, 9-12 July 1992
Send registration to: Alain Folmer, rue Louis Rippert, 38710
MENS (France), Ph: 76.34.61.12
Registration forms and further information may be obtained from
Skysailor.

US Nationals Hang Gliding Championships
Telluride, Colorado
September 5 - 12
Offering world class flying in conjunction with the Telluride Film
Festival from September 5-7 following by the Telluride Hang
Gliding Festival from September 14-19.

27 October - 1 November 1992 offers prizes 40,000 FFwith entry
fee 500 FF, 45 pilot limit
A special air fare + 15 days stay package makes it possible to
enjoy Reunion Island a full week before competing
For further details contact Alain Barthere Ph: 1692.35.15.24 Fx:
16 92.35.30.81 or Criterium International De Parapente de la
Reunion, C/- Office Departemental des Sports, 6 square Leconte
de Lisle, 97400 St Denis Cedex, Ph: 19262 - 21.42.33 Fx: 19262
- 21.95.91 or Stuart Andrews PO Box 1 Thredbo Village Ph: 064
576190".

PROFESSIONAL

For more info contact: Nick Kennedy, PO Box 1026, Telluride, CO 81435 (303) 728 3905

SAIL REPAIRS

Gillies Comp 1992
19-20 September with preliminary Friday 18 limited to 40
pilots
Entry fee $60 includes food for the weekend prize money $2000
for A & B grades
Please notify earl y if coming as this com p is ca tered for (or you
may miss out on your food!)
Ladies Challenge also included if Marjorie receives a minimum of 4 entries, so early notification pl ease to enable organisation of prizes
Contact Cairns Hang Gliding Club
May 1992

PH/FAX (049) 499 222
Alan Daniel
I

Wingtech Pty Ltd
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
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1993 Australian Paragliding Open, 29th January to 6th February
1993 +

Australian Competition Calendar
Proposed competition dates for 1992/93 season
Victorian Open/Bogong Cup, 28 December 1992 - 5 January
1993
Flatlands, 8 to 17 January 1993
Australian Open, 19 to 27 January 1993

Women's Hang Gliding Committee - Terms of Reference
1.

Basic Objectives and Functions

(b) To provide mail-outs to women
pilots regarding specific issues
pertaining to women in sport.

1.1 To promote the participation of women
in the sport of hang gliding.
1.2 To co-ordinate communications
amongst women pilots who are members of HGFA.

(a) organise women's fly-ins with the
aim of encouraging women pilots
to participate and develop skills in
cross country flying and competition;

General Objectives and Responsibilities

2.1 Participation of Women
(a) to identify and address problems
experienced by female students
and distribute informa tion to
schools throughout Australia via
HGFA.

(b) to encourage all women pilots to
develop their skills, especially in:
- the progression through the rating
system;
- cross country flight;
- competitive events
(c) to encourage women into coaching
and management positions within
the sport.
2.2 Communication Amongst Women
(a) To maintain lines of communication with women pilots through
Skysailor.

(a) Women's Representative on the
Competition Committee;

2.3 Competitive Aspects in Conjunction
with the Competition Committee

1.3 To co-ordinate and promote all competitive aspects of women pilots in the
sport of hang gliding in conjunction
with the Competition Committee.

2.

The committee shall comprise at least the
following :

(b) Treasurer
(c) Secretary
(d) Promotions and Public Relations
Co-ordinator

(b) promote and develop an
Australian Women's Team for international competition;

The Committee shall elect a representative
to report on a regular basis to the President
of the HGFA Board of Management. The
committee shall also be responsible for:

(c) oversee fundraising activities for
the Australian Women's Team

(a) preparing an annual operating
budget;

(d) select a team manager/coach for
the Australian Women's Team

(b) assisting in writing applications
for government funding;

(e) select the Australian Women ' s
Team

(c) ensuring that the best interest of
the sport are served.

(t) promote international women's
hang gliding competitions in
Australia

3.2 Responsibilities to Women Pilots
The Committee has a responsibility to
women pilots to:

(g) develop and conduct training
programmes for women

3.

(a) operate in a fair and democratic
way for the best interest of women
pilots

Organisational Responsibilities

3.1 Responsibilities to HGFA
The Women's Committee is responsible to
the HGFA. The Committee shall be elected
by women pilots of the HGFA at each national competition.

Paragliders soaring at Elmhurst Hill - p Heinz Bobner

(b) manage the funds allocated to the
Committee to maximise benefits
to women in the sport.
4.

Authority

The Women 's Committee has full authority
for any reasonable action necessary to discharge their responsibilities subject to:
(a) any statutory limitations;
(b) any limitations imposed by the
HGFA constitution;
(c) any specific limitations imposed in
writing by a general meeting ofthe
HGFA;
(d) limits specified within the
Women's Committee operating
budget.

S. Accountability
The Women's Committee is accountable
for the efficient discharge of their responsibilities to a general meeting of the HGFA.
The Committee shall present a full report of
their activities including audited financial
statements to each annual general meeting
of the HGFA. .:.
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Executive Director's
Report
You should have by now received your
individual renewal notice. Please return it
promptly with your payment and we will
endeavour to post out your financial sticker
for your Record of Qualifications and wallet card.
The laminated wallet card is a convenient
means of proof of financial membership
status, however, you are still required to
maintain and carry your log and record of
qualifications as the wallet card does not
indicate what certificates or endorsements
you hold.
You should have also noticed that there
has been no increase in HGFA fees, although there has been some alteration to
some state fees.
We now have in stock:
Hang Gliding or
paragliding tow manuals
$5;
'92 Australian Open
Video
$39.95 + $5 p&p;
'92-'93 HGFA
Calendars
$19.95 + $3.05 p&p;
HGFA brochures for clubs and schools

Fee Structure from 6/92
$125
12 months full membership
$115
(NthNSW)
$135
(SA)
Additional Family Member (12 mths) $50
$45
Short term membership (4 mths)
$45
Visiting pilot membership (4 mths)
Trial/instructional Flight (TIF)
$15
(7 days total available through
instructors only)
Skysailor subscription (nontly)
$50
(12 issues)
$65
Overseas (sent SAL)
$95
Overseas (sent Airmail)
$5
FAI Licence
$5
PHG Ops Manual
Comps Manual
$15
$5
Tow Manuals

was set up in double quick time.

Australian Open Competition
Expressions of interest are called for the organisation of 1993
A.ustralian Open Competition (incorporating the Australian Naional Championship). Dates for this competition have been allocated from 8 January 1993 to 16 January 1993. Intending organisers
hould note that at the request of the local hang gliding club the
~uffalo area is not available for this competition in the time
~lIocated.

May 1992

One expression of interest has been received to date from VHGA
for the competition to be conducted in the Mt Cole area.
Those people wishing to lodge an expression of interest should
contact Paul Mollison for details of information required prior tc
30 June 1992.
Phone 049 499199 and Fax 049 499395 .:.
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Mole Patrol, part 2
by Justin Smith
The west coast has to be seen to be
believed and the best way to see it is of
course by air. The rugged ochre cliffs, purportedly 300 million years old, stretch north
from Kalbarri until they give way to endless
miles of white sands around Broome which
fmally become crocodile havens of tidal
mudflats and mangroves around the northwest. Each of these environs hold different
experiences for the traveller/aviator; spectacular and vast scenery populated by
diverse wildlife.

Quobba Station is around a million acres
of marginal sheep country owned and
managed by Mike and Jill Meecham who
were typical in their outback style of
hospitality. The station is bounded by the
Indian Ocean and Mike has an arrangement
with surfers keen enough to co-exist on one
of the isolated pointbreaks on the property.
Ninety kilometres from the nearest town
and fresh water these bohemians live the
winter months in limestone caves and
rough brush gunyahs for the rewards of the
best surf in Australia, not to mention the
solitude and sunsets. Somehow we manhandled the 11 tonne bus plus trailer down
the last few miles to the beach and spent the
next week enjoying perfect six foot swells,
convinced we'd never get the bus back out
of there.
As well as the surfing we did manage to
check the local surfers and station
hands/shearers for skin cancer. The trike
again proved ideal for seeing the station and

coast with its wrecks and reefs, Mike was
considering getting a trike for the station
himself. Our new friends helped to get the
bus back up to the dirt road (minus a little
duco) and we set off for one of the world's
best secrets: Coral Bay.
In the middle of nowhere, a good day's
driving north of Perth is a place where a
barrier reef every bit as lovely as
Queensland's actually meets the beach. It
was pretty crowded (school hols) but still
great for diving and flying. The fantastic
coral and fish are within fifty metres of the
sandy shore as compared to fifty kilometres
in Queensland. From the sky you could see
the reef stretching north and south forever,
and we even saw whales migrating along
the outside. The spearfishing was terrific
also as we tried to believe the locals' assurances that the sharks were too well fed
to worry about us. There are plenty of isolated beaches and strips for the trike as well
as lots of keen triers for joyflights.
An excitable National parks officer had
insisted we visit the police sergeant at our
next stopover in Exmouth. Fortunately
John was pleased to meet us and quickly
saw the usefulness of a trike in searching
for drug crops in the hidden gorges of the
Cape Range. Once again we were overwhelmed by local hospitality, enjoying a
busy week of skin clinics and flying. The
N.W. cape is a U.S. base too sensitive to fly
over, of course, but to the south is the Cape
Range National Park which was one of the
most amazing areas we explored. Flying
was made so easy by the generous locals
sharing a private airstrip and hangar.

Peter Salewski in Missile landing at Rex's Lookout, Nth QId
photo Stephen Brown

Leaving Northwest Cape, the coast
begins to veer north east again. It was time
to find employment again so the first G.P.
we found in Karratha started me the next
day. There must be a shortage of holiday
relief out here! Busy surgery and skin
screening saw the red dust settling on the
trike in the trailer so before going to the
interior of the Pilbara I had to see the islands
off the N. W. shelf, our biggest gas project.
A quiet Sunday evening flight (with VHF
radio) was arranged through flight service
who kindly introduced me to local traffic.
These experiences with G.A. teaching me
more about flight planning, air traffic and
airports every time. The best procedure
being to first introduce yourself to the local
controllers and any commercial operators,
to show them the trike on a quiet time from
other traffic and to demonstrate a conservative and safe flying attitude. It is also important to use the radio confidently after
you have learned the right jargon for calls.
You can demonstrate the particular attributes of trikes for other aviators after you
have gained their confidence. Despite it
being the outback there can be a lot of air
traffic over tourist sights and if a trike were
to appear unannounced it is likely to upset
a lot of people. I thus had no problems in
achieving many hours of otherwise impos- '
sible and exciting flying in G.A. proximity.
By now I had begun to forget how to fly
real hang gliders! Stories reached us of a
magical land in the interior, hot and dry in
the winter and most inhospitable in the
summer. Inhabited by iron and gold miners
and snakes. Well it was late May and perfect weather for X.C. flying, little did we
know we were not the only hang gliding
people around there.
Mt. Nameless overlooks the mining town
of Tom Price and is an impressive 4000 ft
ASL. It faces N.E., north and N.W. with a
locked private road. A very busy day began
with a skin clinic in town where each person
was asked about how to fly off the hill! B}
good fortune a lift was arranged with a
miner and a perfect afternoon take off hac
me thermalling to 6500 ASL in the sunset.
A short X.C. out and return over forbid·
ding country and I was suddenly scratchin!
my guts out in the last rays of the sunset 01
the back of the hill ! It was ouly 5 kms b~
air to get home but 25 kms by foot! A las
despairing turn below the cliffs and it wa
find some clear ground time. Thank God ,..
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for the X.S. and V.G.! Each ridge and
ravine seemed just clear of glide out, at last
a small clearing! Speed on, hop over or
wind around the trees and flare, splat into
the last two small trees at the end of the
space. No broken bits! Whew!
Now in the gathering dusk start jogging
for town. An apparition emerges through
the trees in less than twenty minutes! A
glider laden ute! I must have hit my head, I
thought. It's real! Helmut, Chris and Sally
are travelling the Northwestm'aking a Hang
Gliding movie and saw me take off. They
kindly came looking for'me and somehow
found me! Becky too came across us and it
was race back to town for another busy skin
clinic that night at the hospital. I must have
looked a sight to the one, hundred people
waiting for this skin Dr.; covered in black
from the burnt bush and red dirt. We finally
fmished after midnight and I was stuffed,
not having eaten all day in my rush to fit the
flying in. I think I drank a gallon of water
then.
The next few days camped out on a desert
airstrip lets us plan some great flying and
filming with Helmut and Sally, using the
trike as well as the incredible hydraulic

winch he had
built in the
ute.
It
seemed like -- ~ ~
a miracle or
~~
destiny that
.L:)
we had run
into each
other in that
vast land.
If you ever
visit Wittenoom,
"blue sky
mining"
country, don't go on first impressions. We
almost turned around and left but fortunately Helmut convinced us to stay when he had
seen the airstrip. This unique location is
where most of our asbestos was mined and
since closure of asbestos mining there 20
years ago the town has been dying. W.A.
government policy has decreed no new
development or housing be built and the 23
remaining residents struggle to hold on to
their home. Some extremely interesting
people stay on despite the desecration left
by the mine and its tailings. It is still a

. ??f
c:>

~-------------------------------~
rugged and beautiful country with scenery
probably better than Alice and the Rock.
We did the best part of our aerial filming in
and around the ancient gorges.
We also had one excellent day's towing
from the little used strip, getting away to
11,000 feet in the middle of winter. It is a
dream of Helmut's to arrange a tow comp
there one day as there is a ridge running east
west for several hundred kilometres! When
he does there'll be at least one pilot from
Newcastle there.
Next Edition: ... Kununurra, Kakadu and
the Tropics ...

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease of handling. Suitable for both
intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in difficult conditions with Class AlB SHY Acpuls rating. High
speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide (7:1) make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert only and
intermediate with intermediate performance. A test flight will surprise the sceptics. From $4290
FLASH - Expert performance that the mere mortal can harness. A finely tuned lightning fast canopy for un-compromising results.
Speed in excess of 40 km/hr and LID 7+ make this the canopy for the serious pilot. Acpuls/DHV certification. From $3800
MALmu - The ultimate ridge soaring machine, a superb thermalling canopy that gives lift on the lightest breeze. Incredible light
wind performance allows flying when conditions are too light for other canopies. A perfect partner for the hang glider for those light
days. Gtitesiegel Class 2 : 1.5.52.1/2/3. From $3450
CORRADO CHALLENGER- Firmly dedicated to the intermediate class, its reputation is well deserved, good performance under
varied conditions as well as good-naturedness in difficult piloting situations. New type of speed system extends speed range to more
than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both beginning and intermediate pilots. SHV Acpuls Class A. From $3350
STELLAR - High performance plus high security to put the pilot at ease. An excellent all rounder to suit the discerning intermediate
pilot. Acpuls Class NB. From $3300
'
DIABLO New for '92, good performance intermediate canopy, 3 riser, speed system, ACPULS certification, from $2990
FD/JAGUAR - Already a classic in Europe with over 5000 sold. Exceptionally easy to launch, very stable and forgiving, makes this
an ideal first canopy, especially for the inland pilot. A canopy with confidence inspiring stability. Gtitesiegel Class 1: GS 01-098-89,
Acpuls P1-45, 46. From $2590
Like a second chance? Our emergency parachutes
start from $585 with long or short bridle.
Back protectors· several types available.
Brauniger and Flightcomp Varios from $560

Hand held UHF 5 Watt radios from an amazing $429.
HaU wind speed indicators - $45.00.
Pro-Design T -shirts/Wind Cheaters
Model Para gliders, Wind socks and Blixt Gordon flight overalls.

CaD for prices on second-hand canopies from $1400
Stop Press! Pro Design wins gliding competition in Bezau, Austria.
Highest performance of any canopy - Challenger C 27, 7.7 LID (7.55 average); Best performance of certified advanced gliderChallenger C 25, 7.25 average LID; Second best performance of certified intermediate glider - Challenger 25,6.4 avo LID

Garry Stevenson

Phone 018 351389 BH, AHlFax 052432185
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
May 1992
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Around about ...

Tow Manuals!

Bravery recognition
A Port Macquarie pilot, Bob Cox was
presented a Bravery Award in recognition
of his actions in saving another pilot who
had landed in the ocean at Crescent Head
two years ago.
The pilot had landed some distance from
the shore, and although she had managed to
get clear of the glider, had experienced
difficulty in swimming to the beach.
Bob swam out to help her and witnesses
believe his efforts saved the young woman.

Air Speed Indicators
The new Skywatch Wind has 5 times its
former solar cell capacity and is 5 times
more sensitive to light.
The new Skywatch Pro is a top speed
model going up to 250 km/h with a special
sensor for trikes.

Now available from HGFA, the new
Hang Gliding Towing Guidelines at $5
each

Safety Tax
The Federal Government is to re-examine
its decision on the proposed tax due to
efficiency gains achieved and the reduction
of CAA staff. The Government had
planned to phase in full cost recovery for
aviation safety regulation by 1994-95.
The AOPA Australia has recently held a
series of public meetings throughout the
country to discuss this matter, and the
ASAC has been lobbying hard to protect
the interests of the sports aviation fraternity.

Raffle for our team
Support the Women's Hang Gliding
Team in their bid to win in Japan 1993. It

is estimated that the team needs to raise
approximately $50,000 to compete.
The raffle includes return transport to
Cairns for 2, accommodation, dinners and
numerous vouchers to visit tourist attractions etc, as well as the entry fee to the
Gillies Hang Gliding Competition, 18-20
September 1992.
Tickets are $1 each, ask for them at your
club meetings. All tickets are to be returned
to the Cairns Hang Gliding Club for drawing by 15th July 1992.

Higher Than Eagles
A book written by the mother of an
American hang gliding pioneer, Bob Wills.
Bob designed and built innovative gliders,
set numerous world records and appeared
in such films as "Sky Riders" and the
IMAX aviation documentary "To FIy".
This book is a must for anyone who loves
flying. US $19.95 + pp from the USHGA
office.

•
HGFA Operations Officer
The need to employ a full or part-time
Ops Officer has been proposed by the
HGFA Planning Meeting held recently.
During these times when the three branches
of our sport are expanding and the possibility of our ranks being joined by
powered parachutes, the need for an Ops
Officer has become apparent.

the way we develop and implement new
programs.

training) Committee which would reduce to
a committee of three plus the Ops Manager.

The position of Ops Officer will be to
co-ordinate with and assist in the development of new programs and teaching
methods with the various HGFA Committees (coaching, towing, certification,
paragliding and PHG).

As we move in line with GA Training and
Operating Procedures, the situation we find
ourselves in is changing for the better in that
we are getting more access to airspace and
the opportunity to operate from airports as
well as more generous airspace concessions. As many people are aware, we have
three axis ultra lite tug planes as well as PH
gliders towing hang gliders from airports.
In the future we may have complete school
programs operating in the same way teaching paragliding and hang gliding to ab-initio students.

The employment of a full or part-time
Operations Manager would reduce the
committees' workload by providing more
professional:

The three sport representatives PHG, HG
and Para would be responsible for ensuring
tha t their field of ops was not disadvantaged
or neglected and would also be expected to
provide the co-ordinating input to ensure a
logical and integrated development of systems.

This can only come about with a great
deal of work and effort from a lot of people.
It means developing and establishing new
training and operating programs and procedures that will be accepted by the CAA and
GA.
Thismeans doing things their way. For us
as an organisation this will mean changing
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a) assistance in the design and development of manuals, systems and procedures;
b) on-site inspections, safety audits and
operational reviews for clubs and
regions at their request;

The primary benefits would be:

*

an observable improvement in training, safety and general operational
standards;

*

the completion of all ASC funded
projects within the financial year;

*

an "in the field" face for the HGFA and
a practical example of the HGFA doing
something for the individual member
and club;
an opportunity for real two way com·
munication;

c) accident review and investigation;
d) three sport co-ordination for standards
and operational consistency;
e) schools and training facility inspections and design of improvement for
same.
The Ops Manager would ultimately link
the three sports and reduce the need for
separate committees. He/she would become the convenor ofthe Coaching (safety-

SKYSAILOR

*
*

a saving to state/regional associatiom
as many safety and operational functions will be done in their state by tht
HGFA Ops Manager;

*

an ability for HGFA to work wit!
volunteers in the field and thus in
crease the chances of their con
tinuance;

,"*
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an improved image of professionalism
for Government, the members and related sport and aviation bodies.

What Is wrong with drugs In sport?
The use of performance enhancing substances
in sport is both dangerous to health and contrary
to the ethics of sport.
What Is the ASC Doping Policy meant to
achieve?
The purpose of all doping policies is to deter
doping practices. Effective sanctions against
those engaging in a doping practice are aimed at
the eventual elimination of doping in Australian
sport.
Who does the policy affect?
Athletes registered with sporting organisations;
Competitors;
Members of Australian representative teams;
Coaches and sporting officials;
Sporting Organisations
Who Is responsible?
See summary next page.
When can an athlete be tested?
Any athlete registered with ASDA is liable to
be selected at random for a drug test either in or
out of competition. It is important that sporting
organisations ensure that ASDA's register is up
to date.

The need to keep changing and improving our training programs to stay ahead of
complacency and apathy will mean a safer
sport in the future.
At the moment all this work has been
done by various members of the HGFA
including Instructors and Board Members
as well as the Coaching Committee Convenor and representatives from the various
glider manufacturers.
As we have found to our frustration, it is
a nightmare to try to co-ordinate all these
variables in an attempt to design and implement new programs and procedures.•

New fax number for
Skysailor

066285117

'

All competitors at an event under the auspices
of a sporting organisation are liable to be tested,
including overseas visiting athletes and participants who may not be registered with a sporting organisation.
What drugs and methods are banned?
The IOC Medical Commission list of doping
substances and methods which covers the following broad classes of drugs and methods:
• stimulants
• anabolic steroids
• diuretics
• peptide hormones & analogues
• narcotics
• beta blockers
• blood doping
Breaches - Penalties and Sanctions
When does a breach of the ASC doping
policy occur?
When an athlete:
returns a test sample which confirms "positive"
for a substance on the IOC (International Olym-.
pic Committee) schedule of drugs; or
uses a doping method prohibited by the IOC,
such as blood doping; or
refuses to provide a sample for testing.

I.

Sky Cycles Pty Ltd
11
11
11

11
11

BId 22 Second Ave Moorabbin Airport VIC 3194
Powered Hang Gliders and Trikes Sales and Training
No 1 for Solar Wings Pegasus Products
Pegasus Quazar 2 "The Limousine" with cruise control
Pegasus "Q" 2nd in World Championships this year
Unbeatable cross country performance and handling with over 7 hours endurance. Ask about the NEW Export Model, it's even
better! !
Pegasus "XL" the recreational pilots ' and Training Schools' favourite. Low noise 462 LC engine. 190 sq ft of magic. Every
serious training facility needs at least one of these.
Bandit the fastest flex wing on earth. Good for going interstate or just impressing people.

The Pegasus Legal 2 seat trikes are top value ~ from $13,850 - they are fully backed with spares.
11
11

Skylink ZA Hornet side by side seating, a brilliant trike with superb rough air ability.
Fully optioned. Reduced from $28,000 to clear at $18,500 (only 1 left)
Chaser S the world champion single sea ter.

~~at?exwing

experience that is hard to

We also have a number of good used aircraft
available for those who want a legal 95.32
2-seater. Prices from $9,800

tJ,HASeR,\ 'S'
~==~~

------~

Most of the above aircraft are ex-stock and can be test flown to ensure you make the right choice. Phone for an
information package and to arrange a test flight in your area.

~~"

Don ' t forget your - COMMUNICA CONTEST heImet and intercom set, the best you can
get, with visors and radio interface. Ex-stock $1200
or your
IVO Prop - 3 blade composite propellers to suit all ultralights. Ex-stock $575.00
Phone John Goodrich at Sky Cycles Pty Ltd for all the latest in trike products and training

Ph: (03) 587 5975,
Mobile 018 336346
May 1992
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In addition, any person who aids, abets, counsels or procures listed substances for an athlete
may be in breach of the policy.
What sanctions apply to individuals who
breach the doping policy?
A first breach is liable for a two-year suspension. A life-ban applies for a second offence.
Are there exceptions to the two-year/life
ban suspensions?
Yes, there are two qualifications. One allows
for a lesser sanction to be imposed and the other
allows for a longer period of suspension.
1. Except for anabolic steroids, a lesser
suspension mu be imposed where the substance
was administered out of competition for a
specific therapeutic purpose, or the use of the
substance during competition was inadvertent.
In making a decision to impose a lesser suspension, a sporting organisation would need to consider the substance, its level, the intended and
actual affect on performance, and any medical
conditions affecting the athlete.
2. A sporting organisation will not impose a
suspension for a lesser period than any sanction
imposed by an international sporting organisation of which it is a member. If the international
organisation enforces a four-year suspension for
a first offence, the Australian body must follow .
What happens if a person has a medical
requirement for a listed substance?
In some cases, particularly where an athlete
has a permanent physical disability, an athlete
may have a medical requirement for a banned
substance. Sporting organisations for the disabled have agreed to establish a medical panel
to examine test results. The IOC is considering
the need for guidelines about permissible medical uses of some substances, and the ASC is
keeping a close watch on developments. In the
interim, sporting organisation who have athletes
who demonstrated a medical need to their satisfaction should register that athlete's conditions
for future reference.
When a person Is sanctioned, what does it
mean?
For the duration of a sanction a person will :
a) not be eligible to be selected to represent
Australia in international competition in any
sport;
b) be banned from competing in any events and
competitions conducted by or under th auspices
of any sporting organisation;

c) have awards, placings and records won at the
time of a suspension withdrawn;
d) not be eligible to receive funding or other
assistance from sporting organisations, umbrella organisations or the ASC, including
withdrawal or ineligibility of AIS scholarships,
STEP grants and access to facilities;
e) not be able to hold office in any sporting
organisation.
Can a sanctioned athlete compete In
another sport?
No. Sporting organisations have an obligation
to observe and enforce a penalty imposed by
another sporting organisation.
When does a sanction take eITect?
Most sports impose a sanction to take effect
from the time of the test or refusal.
Procedures
What are the rights of an athlete returning
a positive test or any person alleged to have
breached the policy?
All persons have the right to have their case
heard by sporting officials. Before a sanction is
promulgated, the individual must be notified in
writing and given a choice to accept the
proscribed sanction or submit a case for reducing the sanction. A hearing must be held if the
person gives notice that he/she wants to present
information concerning the breach .
What is the purpose of a hearing?
A hearing is an opportunity for a person to
present information relating to their breach and
for the sporti ngorganisation to review the matter
to determine a sanction appropriate to the
breach.
When Is It held?
Ten days is a reasonable period of time to give
an athlete to either accept a sanction or give
notice that he/she wants a hearing. A hearing
should be arranged expeditiously and completed
as soon as practicable.
Who Is involved in a hearing?
Sporting organisations should establish a
committee whose primary purpose is to hear
cases involving breaches of the doping policy.
The committee should have access to expert
medical practitioners or other professional advisers to assist in interpreting information .
The person alleged to have breached the
policy or his/her representative must be present
at any hearing.

If an athlete is a member of more than one
sporting organisation, a recipient of direct assistance from the ASC (eg a STEP grant, AIS
scholarship or facilities pass), or a potential
member of an Australian representative team (eg
Olympic or Commonwealth Games), it is appropriate for those other organisations to participate in the hearing.
What happens if a breach occurs during the
Olympic or Commonwealth Games?
An athlete who is a member of an Olympic or
other Australian representative team is subject
to the doping policy applying for those Games.
If an athlete tests positive it may happen that,
because of the requirements for immediacy in
decision making at such Games, the sporting
organisation which the athlete is registered with
will not be formally consulted.
Nevertheless, the sporting organisation may
wish to review the circumstances of the breach
and make a decision within the terms of its own
doping policy. In following this course of action,
there is a potential for an athlete in such circumstances to be subject to different penaltiesone imposed by the AOC/IOC and one by the
sport.
Who needs to be notified about a sanction?
Sporting organisations must inform the ASC
when a breach of their doping policy occurs .
They must also inform the ASC of the outcome
of any hearing process and the dates of a sanction if one is imposed.
Asporting organisation must also inform their
international body of what action is taken for a
breach of their doping policy.
The ASC will advise ASDA of action taken
by sporting organisations.
The ASC reserves the right to issue a press
statement advising of sanctions.
The ASCwill provide regular reports to sporting organisations about existing sanctions.
Appeal
What ifnew information becomes available
concerning a breach?
Where a person or organisation has new and
relevant information concerning a breach,
he/she may make a written application to the
sporting organisation and/or the ASCsettingout
the grounds for a possi ble review of the sanction
applied. <0>
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Stop Press!
Finally, permanent approval for Tongarra,
NSW.
Over the last 12 months, on a trial basis the
CAA has allowed hang gliders to fly within the
sixteen kilometre zone of Wollongong
Aerodrome, a II owi ng us to fl y from the now well
known Tongarra site and along the Illawarra
Escarpment to a height of S,OOO ft ASL compared to the original 300 ft AGL.
The trial period lapsed on 31 March 1992 and
the Illawarra Hang Gliding Club had to reapply
for permanent operations, due to a successful
fault FREE twelve months, they have succeeded
in obtaining the approval on a permanent basis
with the hang gliding symbol being placed on
the appropriate maps and charts . The only
change being the maximum height level is now
4,000 ft ASL due to an increase in IFR traffic
(instrument approach) .
All visiting pilots should also note that the
designated LZ is the Hanigan property which is
opposite Tongarra Lane on the northern side of
the Illawarra Highway, due north of TO. Anything short of the highway is a DEFINITE NO
NO (south side) due to local horse stud farms .
For further details contact any of the Illawarra
Club Site Safety Officers:
Bruce McLeish 042 378557, James Nathaniel
042 971923, Harry Docking 042 967796,
Mark Ryan 042 717954

What You Must Do!
All pilots flying the Illawarra escarpment between Stanwell Park and Camberwarra, PLEASE take note and adhere to
the following CAA regulations .
1. If flying Tongarra you MUST notify
Sydney Flight Services on 02
SS666SS for them to broadcast a
NOTAM to IFR (Instrument Flight
Route) traffic in the area (approval
No . HJ91-02) .
2.

If you're planning to fly south ofYellow Rock Colliery towards Jamberoo, you MUST also contact both
Flying Schools operating in the area
on 042 S72000 and 042 S61977 as
discussed with the schools.

Jackthe Ripper!

Cut rope webbing one hand
A must for all pilots

3.

If flying Stanwell Park and you're
planning on flying south of Mt
Kembla you MUST contact SFS 02
SS666SS as per approval (HJ91-02) .

Recommended at National Instructor
Conference
$23 incl post, spare blades
Pat Purcell

4.

Same as above applies if flying from
Mt Keira .

4 Cairncross St

S.

6.

Gladstone 4680
If flying Camberwarra you MUST
Phone (079) 793414
contact Nowra Naval Vase on 0 4 4 1 . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
•• Ifnoneoftheabove notifications take place
211211 as in the past.
you MUST fly no higher than 300 ft AGL
If you' re planning on flying north towards
as per ANO 9S.8 (f) between Mt Kembla
Stanwell Park you MUST also contact SFS
and Kiama otherwise you'll be illegally
plus Albion Flight Schools AS ABOVE.
flying within CAA controlled airspace . •
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The Hang Glider Harness - choosing the right one for you.
The hang glider harness is quite often a
neglected or little thought about piece of
equipment, except perhaps with regard to
price and appearance.
But yet it's such a large part of the complete hang gliding package and plays a
major role in your safety. The safety aspect
of harness suitability is affected by such
factors as pilot height, skill level, physique,
glider type and so on.
For example, if you are of short to
medium height and are constantly having
trouble keeping the nose up in a flare, the
problem may have more to do with your
harness rather than your skill. Harnesses
that LOWER the pilot to an upright position, such as cocoons, aprons and slider
types result in a less effective flare
authority. This authority can be further
reduced if you fly close to the base bar, on
a modern deep A framed glider with a king
post hang point.
Flying close to the bar, deep A frames and
king post hang points are all fine, as they
allow excellent in flight handling and sensitivity, but it does mean that a correct
choice of harness is more important.
Naturally, as with all flying gear, choosing one type of harness over another will
result in a compromise somewhere, even if
only in price. I hope that this article will
help to point out these compromises so you
can judge which harness suits you the most.
Part of the problem in harness designing
is to create a model which is both comfortable and fully functional in the prone position as well as the upright position,
including take off, running, landing approach and flaring.
It isn't all that straight forward however,
as the compromises are many, and many
apparent answers to these compromises
carry their .own inherent problems.
So, what factors should a ffect your choice
of harness, and how?
1) Pilot height and physique : Most
medium to tall pilots can choose almost
any harness, with regards to their flare
authority, as it usually isn't compromised enough to cause a problem.
Short to medium height pilots should
tend to avoid harness types that lower
the pilot to an upright position.
2)
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Pilot ski11level: Some harnesses have
the e.G. too far back in such a position
that requires quite a brave and advanced flare technique, and some slider
types give a sudden distracting jerk to
full upright position during the flare.
Most other types are suitable for all
skill levels.
3) Comfort: Generally, the biggest problem area for prone pilots is back strain.
This can lead to pain, and a loss of
concentration, energy and enjoyment
during long flights. This occurs
predominantly in harness types that require pressure on the feet to stay prone,
or to remain stable in the prone position
such as pods, cocoons and some slider
harnesses. Mind you, this problem affects some pilots more than others.
Well designed pod lites and some
framed designs prevent backache. It
should be pointed out that a well
designed pod lite isn ' t simply a pod
with the rear end cut off! The fit and
support are much different. Ample foot
room is also important, especially for
sensitive ankles, but high sided
sneakers can also help. Harnesses fitted
with in flight Variable Pilot Angle Adjustment (V.P.A.A.) can perhaps offer
some extra comfort by virtue of relieving the fatigue that can develop from
lying in one position on a long flight.
On shorter flights, most pilots use
V.P.A.A. set in one position only.
4) Size of harness: Is it the right size for
you? If it is a bit too short, then direct
pressure is applied to the back. If it's
too long, then support is lost, pressure
points are more obvious and backache

can again result. Another aspect of size
is the pack up size. Is it bulky to carry
and does it bash the back of your legs?
You'll soon get tired of it if it does.
5) Type of flying: Is your flying going to
be purely coastal recreational or cross
country? Maybe both, but whatever it
is, your harness should be suitable. eg:
storage, chute mounting and comfort
etc.
6) Utilities: As just mentioned, does it
have all the storage and pockets you
need for present and planned flying in
the future?
A little extra now may save trading up
later, or at the least, the sewing on of extra
pockets.
7) Harness weight: This factor really only
comes into play if your flying involves
a fair amount of foot slogging.
8) Chute position: Front or side mounted?
Both have served pilots well, but your
choice wi11 depend partly upon your
flying style, eg - whether you fly close
to the base bar or not, and simpl y where
you prefer it to be for other reasons,
such as front mounted, quote: "so as to
be accessible to both hands."
9) Price vs style: Both are viable factors,
but should only be a part of the consideration.
10) Other features: A harness may have a
particular fea ture tha t sets it apart from
the rest in the final decision - front, side
or top entry for example.
So not all harnesses will suit anyone pilot,
nor will one harness suit all pilots. '....

Stop P r . es .s
Blitz performs at Shima~eikl
3rd World OpeI!Hang GlidIng

Cross>(J9untry
Rick Duncan 3rd Blitz 155
RussellDuncan 5thBlitz 146
AirBorne Windsports PtyLtd
12/30 Kalaroo Road RedheadNSW2:29Q

Phone 049
SKYSAILOR

499199F~x .P49499395

While on this point, I would like to mention that the 1992 series AIR SUPPORT
Wedgy and Freestyle harnesses are FULLY
INTEGRAL.

After you have determined what harness
type suits you the most, it is important to
check out its condition of airworthiness,
particularly if it is 2nd hand. The stitching
and materials should be in good condition,
especially in key areas. Modem harnesses,
be they fully integral or semi integral, are
all very strong, each achieving their
specified minimum strengths in slightly
different ways.

So it's up to you to shop around for yourself. Seek information and advice on each
type of harness that appeals to you and
make the right choice!
DON'T TAKE CHANCES!!

Fly high (and comfortable)
Forrest Park of Air Support +

DO A HANG CHECK BEFORE
EVERY
TAKE OFF

XC League
These are the final standings in the Australian XC League competition and have not changed since last month's update. Rohan Holkamp wins the hang gliding class
and Brian Webb the paragliding class. Brian, although Bright bound this summer, achieved all his flights form his local site, Mystic Bowl, up behind Bright. All except one of Rohan 's flights were tow launch (Buangor in the Ben Nevis area) being either Flatlands comp or from a paddock near Birchip, Victoria. Jenny and Len
take out the Bill Poole Memorial Trophy for the club team of 3 with the highest agregate score. There were a half dozen hang gliding pilots and not as many
paraglider pilots who entered the comp but did not submit any flights.
Flight 1

HANG GLIDING
Rohan Holtkamp

Vic

Jenny Ganderton

NSW

Len Paton

NSW

Peter Bolton

SA

Duncan Richardson

ACT

Scott Tucker

Qld

Peter Hood

SA

PARAGLIDING
Brian Webb

Vic

Yves Gilliand

NSW

Cameron Young

NSW

Rosie Fletcher

Vic

Geoff White

Vic

Flight 2

Flight3

11.1.91
160
24.11.91
68.6
5 .11.91
82.2
17.11.91
1103
23.11.91
70.5
23.4.91
32.5
11.1.92
136.9

DI
515
D
221
D
265
D
355
D
227
Rc
280
DI
441

13.1.91
141.8
26.12.91
70
1.12.91
89.2
19.1.92
61.4
8.1.92
107.7
11.8.91
19.5
12.1.92
78.8

GI
564
Rc
603
D
287
D
198
GI
429
G
76
DI
254

23.2.92
168.2
11.1.92
160.5
10.12.91
121.5
4.2.92
25.6
15.1.92
76.5
22.9.91
36.6

G
669
GI
639
G
484
TC
187
GI
305
D
118

15.10.91
15.7
1.12.91
15.6
21.12.91
23
25.12.92
13.3
16.2.92
16.9

D
315
Rc
624
D
383
D
222
D
281

12.12.91
17.6
29.12.92
27.3
18.1.92
15.5
1.2.92
12.7

D
293
DI
456
D
258
D
212

25.12.91
Rc
31.5
1259
1.2.92
GI
29.2
595
31.1.92
DI
17.8
297

D
266
GI
564
GI
429
D
365

93.92
114
2.2.92
68.8
13.1.92
102.5

23 .11.91
73

D
235

43.92
49

D
367
D
221
GI
408

2381
2248
1873
1105
961

D
158

867

15.1.92
22

D
367

1.2.92
29.6

GcI
592

25.2.92
20.7

D
345

2579
1675
1545

281
Paragliding

D Open Distance
G Nominated Goal
ROut & Return
T Triangle

3.22
3.98
8.59
7.3

16.67
20
40
40

c - completed task

u - uncompleted task

pts/km
pts/km
pts/km
pts/km

ptslkm
pts/km
pts/km
pts/km

1- National ladder competition

~~te
dIstance

20

7.3.92
82.5
14.1.92
141.8
8.1.92
107.7
16.2.92
113.5

Total

434

Hang Gliding

For rules and XC League "kit" please send $5to:

Flight 5

695

Categories

Each flight is recorded in the followingformat :

Flight 4

category]
score

Len Paton, "Boganol" , Henry Lawson Way, Forbes 2871 , Ph 068537220
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Queensland

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
Towing seems to have been embraced
enthusiastically by most club members,
with the club winch being the catalyst. An
informative, well attended session was held
at Cookie's recently on a wet Sunday afternoon. By the lack of chatter, and attentive
stares, the session was well worth while.
Thanks to Stan Roy for the benefit of his
knowledge and for the demonstrations.
The message seems to be; don't get complacent. Every tow requires 100% concentration, and use the right gear; winch,
bridles and releases.
Well the club president finally went berserk and bought a 4WD. How could he not
when Janis managed to negotiate a 4WD all
the way down Widgee Mountain by herself
at Easter. The pres has also gone and bought
a ticket to Europe to see how the Europeans
get their hang gliding jollies.
Hopefully I'll be back in August without
any scary stories of the trip, and with some
slides for a really boring slide night.

Ron Rimkus, President

On Easter weekend, 22 pilots made their
way out to the Cecil Plains area on the
Darling Downs, west of Toowoomba for a
towing weekend. The Saturday before,
Mike Zupanc took all those interested
through the theory of towing. After thinking about itall week a lot of keen little souls
turned up to give it a go. We spent four days
towing using a static line system and a pay
out winch. About 150 tows were made.
We would like to thank Mr Wally Harber
who very kindly allowed us to use his
property and grader to grade a couple of
strips through the paddocks. We would also
like to thank Allan Hill for driving the
grader and of course Phil Pritchard, Ken
Hill and Steve for providing the rigs and for
all the time they spent helping everyone
else. Most pilots and their wives or
girlfriends stayed at the Cecil Plains Hotel
which looked after us very well even
though it was Easter weekend. Thank you.
Although the weather didn't exactly tum
it on for us, we did have a few good cross
country flights. The most notable being that
by Geoff Tulloch who flew 163 km, the first
flight over 100 miles in SE Qld. Geoff
launched from a static line tow in a Blitz
146 and with high cirrus cloud blanketing
the sky, conditions did not look thatpromising. After struggling along to the first 80
km, the skies cleared making the rest of his

1
flight a lot easier. After 4 /4 hours in the air
and reaching heights up to 7,000 ft, Geoff
landed north west of Miles. Ten minutes
after landing Mel, who had been following
all the way, arrived. Well done Mel and
congratulations Geoff. Roly and Mike
Zupanc also flew about 80 km on this day.
The following day Phil Hystek (the Rainforest Man) headed off from a tow, got lost
and eventually found himself again and
made a dog leg to land at Chinchilla a
distance of some 140 km. Well done Phil.
On the Qld labour day long weekend of
2-4 May, Bill and Steve Moyes and Clive
Gilmore ventured up to our part of the
country with their new tug, sailplane and a
bunch of gliders. A few of our local pilots
ca ught up with them at Inglewood for some
towing. The foot launches behind the tug in
still wind, I am told, were quite interesting
for the spectators and pilots alike. Brenda
Kerr managed to get in the air again in
tandem, and Jon Durand took both his sons
up - was that both together!?
The Rotary Club put on a BBQ and all
who attended said it was a very successful
PR weekend. Thanks Bill, Steve and Clive
for coming up and thanks also to Bob
Bailey for piloting the tug.
Sunday May 10th saw the 50th Anniversary Coral Sea Air Show at Archerfield

ULTRACOM
IIQuiet III

HELMET
SYSTEMS
No more shouting at your passengers!
The UltraCom is the worlds most popular sport aviation helmet system .
Two noise cancelling helmets with comfortable earmuffs. a noise cancelling mike and a
Botsford circuit internally powered Intercom unit come together In this excellent communications system. The UltraCom can also be connected to most handheld radios
(FM while you are flying!) including the ICOM range.
A real 5 star system - its brilliant !
Two helmets with Comms ru!.4 intercom unit $860
One helmet with Comms $360 (for effective air to air/ground communication)

ULTRAUGHT FLYING MACHINE5
Sunbury Airfield
Sunbury VIC 3429
(03) 744--1305. (03) 439-6083
Fax (03) 431-1869

Another rainy Sunday! Still it gives me
time to take down a few notes on the happenings of the Canungra Club over the last
couple of months.
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State, Club & Region News continued ...
Airport. Phil Pritchard did a demonstration
tow and fly around to promote hang gliding.
Thanks Ron Barnett for coming out with
your lovely Atol tow system and driving for
Phil. Well done Peter Watson for your
wonderful commentary during Phil's
demo.
Dave Staver has been working on a new
site in the Kerry Valley. All those who have
seen it are very impressed, but it is a very
sensitive site so don't go there without
Dave.
Good luck to Jon Durand who is in
America to fly in the Sandia Classic in New
Mexico and to Geoff Tulloch, Ken Hill,
Peter Watson and Dave Staver who will
meet up with Jon to fly in the Pre-worlds in
the Owens and maybe at the
Manufacturers' Meet at Dinosaur.
Thank you to all who came to our last club
"Get Together" on an awful rainy evening.
We managed to have a BBQ and a quick
meeting and then watched the new
Australian Open video. Phil Hystek also
showed a few of his slides from th~ states.
Our next "Get Together" is planned for
the third Saturday in July which is the 18th.
Hope to see you all there for a BYO meat
BBQ and social drink.
Peace and tranquillity, Sonia Jones

New fax number for
Skysailor

066285117

New South Wales

HANG GLIDING CLUB
BYRON BAY
Montecollum has been getting quite a bit
of use latel y. The track is a bit of a mess so
4WDvehicles only please until its dried out
or use the bottom track.

Some Important Reminders
Montecollum landing paddock: always use
the gate. Do not climb over, under or
through the fences with or without glider.
We are guests on private property so please
respect the owners' wishes.
Lighthouse: never leave cars up the top
when flying from the east face. Unload
glider then move your vehicle down before
setting up, whether the area is crowded or
not. Nick Rigby the reserve manager has
spoken to me on one occasion when there
were two pilots' vehicles left up there; he
wasn't pleased and seemed to feel that we
had failed to honour our end of our parking
agreement.
Lennox Head: a recent chat with John
Friswell, the sports aviation liaison person
at CAA Brisbane brought the comment that
Lennox appears to be working well and that
an increase in height limit and removing the

Gliders on launch, Women's Worlds Austria - p. BronAhern

mobile phone requirement may be possible
in the future.
As John's position within CAA disappears in the near future, I have been given
the name of a contact person in Coffs Harbour. John also suggested that we use Lennox as a model for other sites in similar
situations eg Pt Danger which will be of
interest to the Canungra Club.

The recent water training night was a
great success! Thank you to Shirley Lake
and Matt Colbey, the movers and shakers
who organised our water training night.
Some fifteen pilots plus spouses and
children made the evening an entertaining
and very educational exercise. Yes we did
have some 'saves' by the scuba crew.
We all now agree that water landings are
every bit as dangerous as they are said to
be. It is, however, amazing how little practice it takes to master the water escape.
After consultation with a number of senior
pilots one of whom has experienced an
actual water landing I was inspired to
develop the following procedure.
1.

A good flare and big breath. Forget the
fancy theories about down wind nose
in and flip it over landings - its unproven.

2.

Maintain flare grip on one upright
whilst slipping opposite shoulder strap
off.

3.

Change hands and remove second
shoulder strap.

4.

With both hands back at flare grip pull
yourself down the uprights and swim
out towards a point midway between
the base bar and nose of glider thus
clearing nose wires.

There seems to be three important fundamentals which are:
Firstly, don ' t panic - be methodical; you
do have enough time.
Secondly, the flare settles the glider on
the water with the greatest chance of floating longest.
Thirdly, maintaining a hold on the A
frame prevents disorientation.
The above applies to pod harnesses.
People with cocoons had great difficulty
because they must back out and all those
ropes and leg loops proved a deadly combination. If anyone out there has developed
a 'cocoon procedure' we are all ears!
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Although we didn't try it we are assured
that undoing carabiners is not an option;
you become disoriented, the carabiner is
not where you think it will be, it's hard to
open etc etc.
It's worth noting of course that many
water landings are anticipated and some
preparation may be possible before splashdown eg arms out of shoulder straps and
shoes kicked off.
Lois Lane Shoes have dona ted a $50 order
for shoes at their factory shop. That's retail
value of up to $100, folks. Tickets are SOc
or 3 for $1. So buy buy buy. See me or
Shirley on the hill or at the meetings.
Rodney Stoddart

Stanwell Park Snippets
Still heaps of flying at Stanwell with lots
of entertainment on the hill. But firstly,
apologies to minority groups who may have
been offended by last month's edition. This
can only be attributed to the new Snippets'
.author's complete lack of sensitivity.
The May meeting: the Otford veteran
mafia took the floor on the topics oflanding
on the point and drug free flying. It seems
etiquette is the rule oflanding on the point:
this left the President searching for a dictionary. He has since become over zealous
on this issue as he's now physically grabbing any glider flying low over the point
and giving them a damned good kicking.
Members present confirmed that there
would be strictly no flying under the influence of drugs or alcohol. However, due
to the new religious zeal gripping the club,
other forms of stoning are now permissible.
Anyone who wishes to have stones thrown
at them as they launch, as a form of
penance, may now arrange to do so
provided it is done in an environmentally
sensitive way. "Bring your own rocks!"
Stones deposited in this manner will go
towards resculpting the edge of the hill as
suggested by an Ace local hang glider and
para glider pilot.
Good to see some different faces at the
meeting - some paragliding visitors from
South Australia - good to see you! Another
strange face was Adam Hunt's: thanks for
the dead cat slides and other wonderful
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flying shots, and for bringing along the
HGFA calendars.
A few of the club boys - Danny Scott,
Dave Adams and Mark Newland, represented Australia in Japan recently, where
they were foiled in more ways than one.
Sadly they were unable to fully display their
talents due to a profusion of weather - but
well done guys!
Still on the COmp front, the more cultured
members of the club and their entourages
gathered for a Home Brew Tasting evening
at the now defunct Otford House of Sodom.
After an exhausting tasting session, the
panel awarded 1st prize to the "Stanwell
Clear", vintageJanuary 1992, brewed by Dr
Nethery. Dr Inglis was a close second, and
Dr Baer wasn't.
Anyhow, the next meeting is on Sunday
5 July at 6.30 pm, Helensburgh Workers
Club. All HGFA members are always welcome to come and join us at meetings or on
the hill, but beware of the less favourable
flying conditions as winter draws ever
closer - the dreaded katabatics have already
caught a few pilots unawares.

Central Coast Hang
Gliding Club
Howdy folks
The coastal season is slowly coming to an
end, although the odd seabreeze still
enables us hungry vultures a little airtime
from time to time.
Brett has left our shores headed to Europe
with his wife for a working flying holiday
(with Combat aboard). Here's wishing you
and Roslyn plenty of hours airtime and
plenty of work and success in Europe. We
had a party at
Alf's property; thanks
Jan e
(president's
wife) for the
excellent
BBQ
and
home brew
(what
a
drop!).
Doctor
Who has updated
his
glider to a
new XT Pro
and is experiencing
some amaz-

:s::;:~tt~:ri;

·alld ·anfidles!!( .'.

ing flights. I think these new XTs must have
an invisible propeller as all I hear lately is
excellent reports from XT owners.
We had to call off our April/May comp
due to lack of wind . February/March
results:
Ridge race - 1st Alf Piper, 2nd Duncan
Brown, 3rd Billy Trehane, 4th James Ozi,
5th Dr Who.
Spot landing - 1st Bill Trehane, 2nd James
Ozi, 3rd Dr Who, 4th AlfPiper, 5th Duncan
Brown.
A good fun day was had by all. Thanks to
everyone who came along.
Safe flying Duncan Brown

Southern Region Board
Meeting
Held 12 May 1992
Matters arising:
Safety Officers' Workshop funded by the
ASC is still being organised. This
workshop will be hosted in Stanwell Park,
an invitation letter and agenda to be sent to
all clubs and safety officers within the
region.
HGFA Operations Officer: Mark Mitsos
has drafted a brief outline on part of the job
role which this position would entail. A
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only $5 each! plus $1.50 p&p
Will cut webbing or rope up to 5mm thick

r

I

Blade is replaceable with standard razor blade
Pouch available - $P.O.A.

I

Peter Bolton
Adelaide Hang Gliding School
13 Percy St, Prospect SA 5082

I

Ph: 08 2694711

I
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Whether you land in the surf, have to deploy 'I 0
your ' chute in strong winds or have a tow
release malfunction, there 's no excuse not to '-------"-'own one at this price!
SKYSAILOR
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State, Club & Region News continued ...
copy to be sent to all clubs within the region
to find out response.
Mt Kiera takeoff: James Nathaniel has
met with Colin Markham MP for Kiera ,
Peter Costigan Illawarra Conservation
Society, and Steve Popple Botanic Gardens. The take off has now been cleared by
Steve Popple but conservationists require
us to install a walkway to the ramp and
upgrade the original ramp at an estimated
cost of $800. James to write a letter including a design of upgrade for Wollongong
City Council approval and arrange pa yment
by the region.
Perpetual Trophy for NSW Paragliding
Titles valued at $100 still to be pursued by
Mark Mitsos.
Far South Coast Club: minutes have been
sent from last meeting. With the club being
new they are awaiting response to advertisements in Skysailor regarding membership.
1992 Southern Region Hang Gliding Titles: no proposal to host it has been received
to date. Clubs are reminded to consider this
invitation ASAP.
Permanent approval for Tongarra and 11lawarra Escarpment from CAA. Changes
being maximum altitude now 4000 ft
AMSL rather than 5000 ft due to an increase in IFR traffic.
Southern Region Board require two
members, preferably representatives from
the Sutton Forest Flyers Club and Central
West (or someone in regular touch with

II

Central West Club), other Club members
within the region will also be considered.

K
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Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Club membership fees are due by 30 June
1992. Perhaps the next AGM of the club
could give consideration to changing the
club's end of financial year to December to
spread out the payment of membership fees
(HGFA fees are also due). Your thoughts
please.
It's a girl!! (and only one) Congratulations to Lianne and Dave DeGunzbourg
whose family was increased by the arrival
of Kira a couple of weeks ago. David will
still shout anyone a beer (actually he 's
trying to get rid of his home brew supply)
to celebrate the occasion. Might have
known there would be another girl around
with a Frenchman involved ...
Congratulations also to Alex and Annette
deWaal who are living in Munich and who
are also the proud parents of a baby girl.
Looks like we might have some more
female paragliding pilots around in a few
years time ...
Dave, Lianne and young Kira will soon
be taking up residence in Adelaide where
local instructor Rick Wilson informs us that

Launching at Eungella ramp, north Queensland
--~~

the winter west north/west pattern has
started opening up 25 km out and return
coast runs. Anyone going to Adelaide
(especially around Grand Prix time) should
get in touch with Rick for some great coastal flying ...
The paragliding tow manual is now available at $5 from the HGFA office and instructors Brian Webb, Victoria; Shaun
Keane, ACT and Mark Mitsos, NSW have
been authorised to issue Tow Endorsements. With lots of airfields now available
to hang and paragliders under the new
AMATS towing will be the way to open up
some great flat land flying.
A certain club member recently passed
his powered hang glider rating. In fact he
passed the emergency landing test with
flying colours. A two and a half hour fuel
load ran out after 1 hour eighteen minutes
and he was forced down into a field three
kilometres south of Holbrook. I wonder if
the extra fuel consumption was due to a
heavy foot on the gas pedal whilst trying to
make up for an unexpected headwind ...
Unexpected visitors in the shape of
F1ll's caught out two local pilots on
separate days above Thredbo Village
recently. To save getting a fairly heavy
damage bill from the Air Force all pilots
flying in Thredbo are advised to ring 008
451566 first and find out if the UR in this
area has been activated ...
Within the next couple of weeks the first
official Australian Paragliding National
Ladder will be published. The ladder will
contain the name and ranking, plus their
points, of some 45 to 50 Australian pilots
who have entered in competitions over the
last three years.
To enable the ladder to reflect the importance of competitions, the Paragliding committee adopted a scoring system whereby
diffe rent competitions are awarded different values of points as follows:
AAA rating (Aust Open), 4 rounds minimum, 15 pilots minimum
AA rating (Flatlands), 3 rounds minimum ,
10 pilots minimum
A rating (XC League), 3 rounds minimum,
10 pilots minimum
B rating (State/other), -, 10 pilots minimum
The minimum number of pilots is required in a competition for maximum ladder points. If less than the minimum
number of pilots compete then there will
only be a percentage of the maximum
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points awarded. The maximum points for
each competition rating is: AAA = 400
points, AA = 300 points, A = 200 points and
B = 100 points. Each competition would
depreciate the next year to the next lowest
rating. Thus, the winner of last year's
Australian Open, for example, would
receive 400 national ladder point providing
that 15 Australian pilots had entered. If only
10 Australian pilots had entered then the
winner would receive 266 national ladder
points. The next year these points would be
reduced to 300 or 200 as the case may be.
In this way pilots interested in advancing
their position on the national ladder can
decide in advance which competitions they
need to attend to do so.

Stuart Andrews

ACT

Well it's pouring with rain, and as I have
not been able to get in a fly for some weeks
due to work, I'm feeling pretty darned
depressed. But on a brighter note, last
weekend, the training hill at Giralang was
standing room only. Great to see so many
budding new hangies, and I would like to
take this opportunity to congratulate James
on becoming airborne at last, a lot of determination has finally paid off.
Also it's good to see some Veteran pilots
returning to the fray; a couple of whom had
an enjoyable few hours at Spring last Sunday. If only I had a 4WD!
It's encouraging to see we still get a good
tum out at the meetings, but the more the
merrier!! So don't forget ... the 1st Monday
of each month, 7.30 at the Kaleen Sports
Club. There's not much more to waffle on
about, so I guess I will just sit here, look at
my Foil sitting on the car, and hope it's on
this weekend so I can wring her out ...
Cheers
Mike

Also we have a report of abuse of a spectator at Flinders, not good form. We depend
on the public's good will to access these
sites. Be tolerant and helpful with information, present hang gliding as a beautiful and
disciplined activity engaged in by people
equally beautiful, disciplined and mature.
Notice to paragUder pilots

VHGA Committee Report
The VHGA Dinner Dance is to be held in
the first two weeks of September, start
saving your money; it's going to be a great
do at a good venue. Alison Drysdale (para
rep VHGA) is fmalising arrangements and
full details will be advertised.
We have wanted to hold the Australian
Open in the Mt Cole area of Victoria for the
last few years without success. This is a first
class venue providing a variation in flying
conditions from the last few years. Diversity in competition locations, sites and
flying conditions is good for the general
development of our sport and of our competition pilots. Again the VHGA have offered to run the 1993 Australian Open at Mt
Cole, four months have gone by and yet no
decision has been made. We think you
would all agree that it was time a decision
was made. Every year these decisions are
made too bloody late for prior proper planning by both the organisers and the competitors.
Last AGM a proposal for a remote
weather station initially for Spion Kop was
narrowly defeated. Think about it because
it's going to be put up again at the August
AGM. It will save much petrol.

The Ranger at Portsea has complained of
paraglider encroachment outside the official take off area. Paragliders must be
launched within the confines of the official
area. Robin Gauld, our beloved president
and paraglider pilot assures us it is possible
to set up and launch paragliders within the
confines of that area.
Fly safe
VHGA committee

North East Victoria Hang
Gliding Club Inc
The NEVHGC Inc wishes to place HGFA
re-structure on the agendas of the next
Board Planning meeting and the AGM in
September 1992.
Our club proposes that the administration
of hang gliders/paragliders in Australia be
re-structured along the following lines:
a.

Overall administration by a national
corporate structure similar to business
lines with each individual member
having voting rights for the appointment of the national board and at the
AGM, and also the right to submit
proposals to the board and AGM.

b.

All clubs, regions and associations to
come directly under the national corporate structure with areas of responsibility referred down from the national
board.

Early nominations for positions on the
VHGA committee would be appreciated.
Think about what you can do for your sport.
If dissatisfied, do
something about
it, if you like administration,
jump in. A new
position
of
Publicity and
Promotion Of• AERO·TOW RELEASES
ficer is proposed,
for hang gliding ...$25
go for it. We look
forward to your
• 3·RING TOW RELEASES
for hang gliding and paragliding... $40
nominations.

" t~l~I~~j§
"'~

Now
some
close to home
bitching. Send in
May 1992

your accident reports; they improve all our
safety.

Victoria

(as recommended by HGFA Towing Manual)
• TOW ENDORSEMENT COURSE
for paraglider pilots
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II
c.

That the national body take over funding of the main national (i.e. competition) sites such as Buffalo, MtEmu etc.

d.

That the concept of a Board position for
each state remains.

The club feels that there is too much
duplication of administration with the current system and hence a waste of funds and
manpower.
With a national corporate structure the
chance to utilise manpower effectively
comes alive.
As an example - instead of each state
association carrying out (and hence
duplicating) the same or similar administrative tasks, each state association (or region
or club) would be delegated a special area
of responsibility i.e. the Victorian Board
member and the VIC Association are
responsible for one part of the total national
administration
and
another
state/region/club are responsible for
another separate part.
To save getting too much geographical
bias these areas of responsibility could be
rotated between regions/states every 2-3
year~.

Such an organisation would be able to
effectively utilise funds and manpower and
both the individual member - and the
states/regions/clubs would have a real say
and strong participation in their sport.
If you have any queries, please contact

John Adams, Secretary NEVHGC

~.~ ~

PARAGLIDING

MELBOURNE
Skyhigh Paragliding Club
Hi folks
Easter has come and gone and there is already snow on them-there-hills.
I flocked off to Aldinga Beach near
Adelaide for an Easter break but the
weather was against all flying. I did have a
look around at some of the coastal sites
while I was there and I can highly recommend a visit. Local winged guru Rick Wilson took me down to high coastal site near
Cape Jervis called Blowhole;

Scott Beresford at Craigie Road - p Paul Beresford

itwas a really beautiful site but
there was not blow. Rick was
very helpful so if you go over
give him a call before you fly .
Everyone else in the club
flew over Easter which really
burned me up, I can tell you!
At Elmhurst, Rugby had his
longest flight ever and I think
he has really discovered the
joy of flight - keep it going,
Rugby! Scotty was flying the
Elmhurst ridge on Good
Flyday when some magic air
came in a lifted everyone up
1000 ft ATO. This lasted half
an hour or more and then suddenly vanished - strange stuff
that magic air.
Things got worse and worse
at Elmhurst as the South
Australian weather blew in so
the troops headed off to Bright
where things were much better. Paul Harris made it across
the ridge for the first time and
landed near Smoko, while
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MacChris was going up and down over the
valley with cold fingers (I s'pose she'll be
telling us about hypoxia next time). Chris
finally landed somewhere near Harrietville
and then complained that it just wasn ' t good
enough - poor Chris!
Ken Mitchell-Hill also had some bad
times in SA and ran his red Subaru over a
big red kangaroo. He finally made it up to
Bright and promptly flew the yellow
Voodoo to Harrietville - he was wrapt and
why shouldn't he be! Ken went on to log
many more hours above the Bright valleys.
Chris Guthrie was in the air again - a
pretty gutsy effort considering what he 's
been through - take it easy mate!
Chris "Froggy" Danger was dumped in
the landing paddock when her NEO failed
to recover from a B line stall which she
induced. It's worth mentioning here that the
English have reported that Neos, especially
ones with a low wing loading are prone to
go parachutal after letting off a B line stall.
So watch it!
Alison is organising the first annual
VHGA Wing Ding - it's a dinner dance.
Final details are yet to be made but it will
be in late September so let's start thinking
about a Sky High table or two. It will be a
good night and I expect tickets are going to
sell quickly when they become available.
Keep it up
Robin Gauld

The SAHGA Saga

SAHGA

The season has begun to tum recently
with our old favourite, Myponga Cliffs
being soarable on the first weekend in May,
back ridge and all . A few pilots made it half
way to Mt Terrible and back.
Anzac Day saw us up at Colwyn and
Sharon Millard's property, the South Hum·
mocks for a weekend fly-in and "noncomet" party. Remarkably enough, thl
Hummocks was soarable on the Saturda~

June 1992

although the early arrivals thought it
wouldn'tbeand towed up from the bottom!
The weather was also good for the BBQ,
comet spotting and overnight camping. The
Sunday was even better, with Lockiel ridge
soarable and a classic sky. Gary Fimeri did
best, with over 100 km to Angaston. Colwyn and Paul Kelley landed at Tarlee (approx. 70 km) for convenience and many
others got away.
Birgit Svens has recently returned from a
lengthy flying trip, including the Women's
Pre-Worlds in Japan for which the organisation was excellent but the weather
wasn 't! Steve Blenkinsop has also recently
been in Japan for the Shima Seiki World
XC Championship which was a similar
story with only one day flyable.
Another SAHGA member, Tony Dickson, the yabbie farmer from Inman Valley
has made the headlines recently by:
a) writing off his car and
b) standing for State Parliament.
Although he didn't get elected, it's still
really hard to imagine a hang gliding MP!
Remember it's fee renewal time at the end
of June for most pilots (although the membership now runs for a year from whenever
you renew. This year it will be $135 - $105
for HGFA and $30 for SAHGA
Gary Ninnes recently had a "blue" at
Snapper Rocks with a Council Inspector
who said he wasn' t allowed to fly there but was wrong! Apparently Gary is supposed to be getting an apology from him.
Fly high, fly safe, Ace Udo-Nimb

HGAWA

ching for his true identity and a little fresh
air, yet trapped by his own regurgitation of
bile. See Rob Fullwood as Innocent Bystander and Laser Hatch as itself. A tale so
bold and so horrific you'll find it hard to
swallow. "The Good, The Bad and The
Ugly", the Mexican that just won't stay
down.
I guess you ' re waiting for some flying
news, huh? Actually that was it. If it wasn't
for Phil's masterful representation of Andy
Warhol's classic peter Russell-Clark
portrait entitled "Where's the Carrot", I'd
have nothing at all to report. Well that's not
exactly true. If I was really desperate I
suppose I could always pad out with more
Geraldton news. Now that I've mentioned
it though, I did have a long established myth
shattered whilst there. All these years I've
never taken the top bunk because as a child
I was led to believe that it was the hardest
one to get into. This fabled difficulty was
quashed by Michelle who took it upon herself to prove the simplicity of it all. Witnesses, who awoke to verify the feat, were
not so much amazed at the mobility of the
nubile Kiwi but more so by the fact that she
was conducting the exhibition in their
caravan, not the one next door where she
was staying. Chivalry denies me leaping to
conclusions about how that could happen.
No it doesn't. I reckon ...

and Johnathon Back have rekindled the ancient art of 'Fly on the Wall' landings for
which they received joint Eagle Awards. At
the other end of the scale the 'Ring of
Confidence' was snaffled up by Paul
Lewis. I'm not entirely sure wha t happened,
but it had to do with Paul trying to stop an
unmanned glider from taking off. Evidently
his tackle wasn't as successful as it could
have been and the glider retreated to a
neutral corner leaving P.L. with a 10 count
and a face full of top landing. Well that's
the way I hear it, anyway. Hope I haven't
exaggerated.
Just before I go "thank you" to GraMac
for bringing along a video to the last
HGAWA meeting. You know the ones, 1st
Tuesday of the month at the Rhein-Donnau
Club. The meetings are the best opportunity
for pilots to have a show and tell session and
it makes the gathering a little more entertaining. So if you have a home movie of the
last nudist spot-landing-in-yoghurt fly in,
by all means entertain us with it.
Before I forget, and it is really important,
theHGAWA is holding our (all ofus)AGM
on the first Tuesday of July. If you have
anything to say about flying then here's
your chance. To the same ends, the Dally
Club will hold it's AGM on Wednesday,
8th July at Airsports.

That's pretty well it for this month. It is
Flying, flying, flying. There must be
fairly quiet, but there is flying to be had so
something I can tell you. I mean there's
make the most of it.
been bits and pieces but not a great deal to
Hang loose
rave about. Three was a novice theory night
David Cobbold
recently at Airsports which was a hugesuccess and there's another one in the pipeline.
Whilst it may
sound like the
Dally Club
did everyin
thing but fly
in Geraldton,
of the 8 days
tha t people
were there, 6
of those were
flying days .
$lS/night
Some people
BED AND BREAKFAST
took their
scuba gear
Share room , wide verandahs with view of Bald Hill
just in case.
2 minutes' walk to shop, cafes, beach, landing area
You've got to
TV, stereo, local knowledge
pass the time
somehow.
And r e w
Hum p h r i e s

ACCOMMODAliON

Dear Airheads
In the tradition of "Paint Your Wagon" ,
20th Century Fox (AK.A Dally Club) in
association with 2 enchiladas and 6 jugs of
beer, presents Phil Wainwright as "The
Good, The Bad and The Ugly (in the morning)", shot entirely on location in
Geraldton.
Be moved (up wind) by Phil's gripping
portrayal of Wild Spill Hiccup, a man sear-

May 1992

(042) 943665
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ICOM

Count on us!
~ ne of the largest selling and most

monitor a priority channel (or channels)

~ popular UHF CRS handheld

every five seconds while listening to another

transceivers in Australia is also one of the

channel.

smallest. The powerfulleom IC-40G is

Other outstanding features include:

packed with features including 5 watt output,

Power Save, which automatically conserves

12 memory channels for quick selection, scan

power during standby conditions; Night

operation, power save, plus the most

Display Light; Dial Lock and Time Out Timer

comprehensive accessory system available.

for prevention of accidental continuous

Icorn Challenge the
Belief that Everything
Big is Better

More Powerful Performance.

transmission. Built rugged and encased in a

To ensure effective performance, the IC AOG

tough, splash and dust resistant membrane

incorporates high sensitivity and full 5 watt

cover, the lC-40G is ideal for professionals,

output power. A Full Scan function

enthusiasts and all outdoor applications.

repeatedly searches all 40 operating channels

A wide variety of opti ons are also ava ilable

to find your desired channel immediately.

including speaker-microphones, headset,

And Memory Scan can sequentially search

battery packs, carrying cases, base charger,

12 memory channels, and skip

power adaptor and an advanced 5-T one

unwanted channels.

Selective Calling System can be easily

The Best Things In Life

installed at your leom dealer.

Corne In Small Packages
Another function on the compact ICAOG is
Dual W atch. This operation allows you to
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For further information call free on (008) 338 915
or write to Reply Paid 1009 [com Australia Pty Ltd
P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181
Telephone (03) 529 7582
A.CN. 006092575
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separate radio compartment full canvas cover all
on a well built trailer. This machine was built for
durable trouble free operation requiring only one
operator. Ideal for use where paddock size is
limited or rough terrain makes towing impossible.
Can even be used across fence lines with addition of a free wheeling wire guide!
$3250 for more info ph Doug 042 617979 or
Bruce 042 378557
Aero 170 (int) yellow LE pink/grey/white US gd
cond $2200 ono ph 02 9487032
Foil Combat 152 (Int) gd cond $2500 066
834678
PA Back-up Chute as new PA lightweight $300
also
Flash harness many extras low drag $200 02
302255 ph William White
Gyro 180 (nov) complete with hang harness gd
cond $750 ph Brian 065 628503
AirBorne Wlndsports Buzzard trike with pod &
long range tanks Arrow II wing large tyres late
model 503 & Brolga prop gd cond $8000 ono ph
Shane 068 521985 AH
Lost One yellow Moyes pod in black bag; also
inside were one Ball 651 vario & a white helmet
with membership no. 44426 on it. Left across the
road from the takeoff at Rosin 's Lookout, Beechmont Qld at 6.30 pm on Saturday night 9.5.92
during a car change. Wouldn 't it make you cry?
Reward offered. Ph 07 2736113 or 02 7446376
AH
Stolen Air Support harness & chute grey with
red trim, red backpack Sky instruments flightdeck
Electrophone handheld Ser. # 7250367 ph Andy
Potter 07 3672165 H, 2286605 W
Stolen Green Moyes pod with white & black
stripe incl chute, Sjostrom vario, red helmet (lots
of rating stickers), ICOM boom mike, headset &
PTT switch for radio. Taken from Sandy Creek
Road at the bottom of Watagans Saturday 28th
March please ph 049 523187

NEW SOUTH WALES
Folll50B (Int) round uprights It blue US $1200
also
PA Chute just repacked $350 also
Ban 651 varlo $450 also
Pod harness green suit 5'9"-6 ' $250 ph 049
523187 after 6pm
Sjostrom hang gliding vario brand new unused,
must sell $700 ono ph 042 674570
Lindsay Ruddock LR2 altimeter/vario radio
shielded 20000ft digital altimeter adjustable QNH
& QFE vario with separately adjustable climb and
sink alarms stable reliable & simple to operate ex
cond $450 contact David Phillips on 02 4176177
W, 9530570 H
GTR 148 (Int) Swiss tube throughout only 25 kg
dk blue It blue & white in gd cond & flies well never
bent more than an upright perfect for lighter int
pilot &much cheaper than an Aero/XT/Sting
$1200 ph Andrew 042943665
Moyes Xact harness pink & black "The Bullet"
suit 5'1 0"-5'11" $400 ono ph Derrick 042 942305
GTR 162 VG (Int) speed bar batten profile faired
kingpost hand mittens reasonable cond plus pod
harness Blackhawk med v gd cond plus Thommen altimeter with Hummingbird vario gd cond
$1100 ono for the lot giving up sport ph Dennis
066252044
Foil 160B (Int) flouro orange mylar LE black &
orange US aerofoil uprights & kingpost $1150

May 1992

ono also
Blitz 155 (Int) grey LE grey & red US 1 summer
old $2600 ono ph Len 068 537220

Black Magic paraglider with 3 riser system fitted
approx 20-25 hrs flying time gd cond incl harness
$1800 ono ph 042 841344 BH

World Beater 162 (Int) flouro pink LE yellow US
white MS v gd cond $1550 also
GT 170 (int) green & gold gd cond $350 also
Moyes pod blue & yellow $250 or $150 with a
glider ph Bill 02 9692691

XS 142 (adv) dk blue LE It blue & grey US king
post hang ex cond $2500 ph Trevor 066 793404
AirBorne trike Buzzard 532 Arrow II with chute
trailer & tow system 65 hrs v gd cond $8000 ph
049631840

Foil Combat 152C (adv) flouro yellow pacific blue
Foil 160B Cutaway Racer (int) white orange &
US white LE & MS low hrs as new cond $2800
blue $1600 ono ph 02 5217931 AH
also
Chute High Energy Sport $300 also
D Scott Racer harness tP=======================~
front entry slider cleats
green flouro yellow suit
5'8" approx as new $400
ph Chris 042 942545
Mars 170 (nov) red &
white gd cond $900 also
Probe 175 (int) yellow &
white gd cond $600 ph
Peter Stokes 049
772273
Moyes XS 169 (adv)
flown once ex as new
cond fins &spare upright
It blue LE yellow & dk
blue US power rib $3600
also
Moyes XT 165 (Int) new
cond 10 hrs It blue LE
yellow & dk blue US
spare uprights $2300 ph
Bob
Loudon
02
9385330
Winch 1500 cc semiauto VW motor 800
metres of 5/32 stainless
cable
leader
&
parachute. Cable drum
is fully enclosed for
safety & is tangle proof
automatic cable feed out
& feed in breaking system as a result the cable
can betowed out without
a second operator at the
winch. Winch has disc
brakes duel callipers
solid differential DC tow
load metre tacho

~

at The Brighton Savoy,
150 The Esplanade, Brighton

7.30pm - 12.30am
on Friday 11 th September, 1992
@~1 c~@ ~@[j' 1lil@®@1 (includes Band and 3 course meal)
100 Tickets only!!! Be Quick

Dress: Smart Casual
R.S.V.P. 22/8/92

For Booking details and Table reservations contact
Alison Drysdale (H) 7529675, (W) 4203844

To reserve your seat post your cheque payable to VHGA,
P.O. Box 400 Prahran 3181 before 22/8/1992.

SKYSAILOR

Tickets will only be reserved when money is received.
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Place continued ... :
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Foll15OB (int) gd cond flies nicely $1250 ph 043
942212 AH
Trike engine 503 Rotax complete with exhaust
& air filter and trike wing Arrow II $4200 the lot
will freight anywhere ph 049 292175
Moye. 162 World Beater (Int) new cond spare
upright base bar & fibreglass tip extra waterproof
bag $2000 ph Tim (066) 863883 W 876113 H
GTR World Beater (Int) blue LE white & yellow
US new hardware + wires no flutters $900 new
sail available for $2000 ph 043 343726 or 652344
1892 Foil Combat 2 Danny Scott comp glider
(Adv) pink LE blue top sail flouro green US comp
sleeved LE extended Xbars extra half rib battens
mylar sail fully worked v low hrs $3200 neg 043
328334
Airwave Black Magic paraglider 24 sq m pilot
weight 55·75 kg v gd cond 20 hrs airtime complete with harness $2000 ono ph Alistair 02
3896591
VW Kombl Van roof racks double bed new 2 litre
fuel injection motor $3700 ph 042 943256
XS 155 (Adv) orange scrim LE power rib TS blue
US low hrs king post hang v gd cond $2000 ph
Moyes or HGFA 069 472888
Moyes XS 155 "Darth Vader" (Adv) less than 12
mths old full mylar a great performing glider white
MS grey & black US with flouro yellow batten
pockets & XS logo it will be sad to see my
favourite glider go $2900 ono contact Derrick 042
942305 H 02 9316870 W
GTR Racer (Int) ex cond $900 ono also
Ball 651 varlo $400 no offers also
Unlden UHF radio $375 ph Brett 047 826089
GTR 148 (Int) rare Swiss tube glider v light 25 kg
gd cond new side wires flies well perf for
smaller/lighter pilot $1200 ph 042 943665
Gyro 180 (Nov) complete with hang harness gd
cond $750 ph Brian 065 628503
Airborne Edge 582LC dual ignition Rotax full
instruments 3 blade prop 70 hrs + trailer $13500
049547886

XS Easy (Int) blue LE blue & lime US white MS
speed bar rubber backed airfoiled uprights spare
upright v gd cond $2000 ph Shirley 066 857147
BH

in gd cond $2000 ono also
cocoon harness approx 5'6" red $60 also
Moyes lookalike pod harness suit 5'8"-6' $150
ph Scott 018 755322 or 075 762225

Mission 170 (Nov) brand new (test flown) Moyes
pod harness, helmet full spares kit all colour
co-ordinated 1st to see will buy $2500 ph Gary
047364264

XS 155 (adv) dk blue LE flouro lime & white US
king post hang gd cond $2000 ph c/- Dave
Cookamn 074 498573

Paragllder Falhawk Neo ex cond 30 hrs coastal
flying green with rainbow tips looks great $2800
also
Varlo Sjostrom ex cond $500 ph 042 941898
XS 142 (Adv) white LE flouro yellow warp turquoise stripe gd cond $2500 ono also
Air Support Harness flouro yellow interior black
ex cond suit 5'6"-5'8" $500 ono ph Leith 065
565011
GTR 162 WB (Int) red & white heavy ultraweave
sailcloth ex cond $2000 ph Warren 065 565011

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
W.B. W.B, W.B. World Beater 162 (Int) pink &
blue & white looks good goes great; I love this
glide, I don't know why I'll let it go for ... oops! I
dropped my price $200 to $1300 this is a crazy
bargain for a sky ship that's always at the top of
the stack Jules 08 2611902 evenings
Foil 150B (int) gd cond pink LE pink & blue US
$850 ph Peter Hood 085 789032
Foil 139 Combat (Adv) white MS & LE lime green
& purple US 18 rnths old "A Beauty" $2500 ono
Birgit 08 3845742, 082230230 ex 6888 W or 08
2721337 after 1.6.92
Foil Combat 152 (Adv) ex-Carl Braden World's
glider '91 white trilam LE flouro yellow & grey US
sleeved LE extended X-bars extra half-battens
$2500 also
Foil Combat 139 (Adv) as new only 10 days flying
white trilam LE pink & yellow US quick to set up
no half battens $3700 ph Peter Bolton (08)
2694711

Tandem paraglider Advance Alpha Biplace
proven safety & performance one of the top tandem paraglider on the market built to last v gd
cond reluctant sale at $2500 ph 074 442324
Buzzard trike Arrow II 532 engine good cond 70
hrs LE green/yellow US must sell! $9000 ono also
Suncoast pod harne •• suit 5'8"-5'11" med pilot
grey & gold new cond easy entry & exit $500 also
one PA chute never used $250 also
Borgelt varlo (all singing all dancing) built in
polar battery charger total energy probe averager
netto vario as new $800 ph Bob 074 490065
Sprite 170 (nov) perf for beginner pilot red & white
low hrs ex cond with harness & helmet $1800 ph
073557723
Moyes backpack cocoon harne•• large suit
6'3"-6'7" gd cond $100 ono ph 079 793414
Swap my Combat 152C for Combat 139 in
similar gd cond or plus cash adjustment ph 079
793414
XT 155 (adv) pink blue & yellow warp sail & LE
nice glider $1800 plus
GTR 162 VG Ont) orange & white sail & 2 spare.
uprights $500 will pay freight on both gliders ph
Craig 079 724253 W, 737892 H
Combat 152 (adv) gd cond owner going OS 2 yrs
old $2500 ono ph Andy 07 3672165 H 2286605

W
XS 142 (Adv) as new 5 mths old power rib flu oro
pink & white must sell as owner going OS $3400
ph Fran 079 574330

QUEENSLAND

Moyes XS 155 (Adv) flouro green & blue MS with
low hrs gd cond $2000 ono also
Moyes pod harness med $150 new parachute
$400 must sell ph Glen 070 937451

GTR Race 162 (Int) blue LE & US v gd cond never
pranged ph Ron 074 821664

Foil Combat 152 (Adv) used 4 times ex cond
must sell $2900 ono ph 07 2040569

GTR Race 162 (Int) white with blue LE fair cond
$1000 ono also
XS 155 (Adv) It blue MS flouro green &white US

Aero 170 (Nov) blue/white 36 hrs young $2200
also
UHF Radio $300 also
Harness as new 6 flights $300 owner going
overseas will look at offers ph 070 381425 ph Jill
070382066W

-----------------------------

Stephen Brocklesby at Mt Tamborine, Qld

Mission 210 (Int) tandem glider gd cond $1700
also
Aero Race 170 (Nov) gd cond flouro yellow dk
blue US $2100 also
Aero 2 Race (Nov) demo ex cond pink LE quick
fittings $2600 ph 076 435631 or 018 761193
Mission 170 (Nov) 6 mths old only 30 hrs flying
time grey Le flouro yellow & blue US white TS ex
novice to intermediate glider at an affordable
price v gd cond $2300 also
Uniden Roadrunner 40 channel UHF handheld
5 BIG watts of power digital channel display
scanner hi-Io power also has Electrophone headset little use still in boxes $600 will trade on Blitz
146 or 139 Combat ph Steve 07 2094375
Blitz 155 (Adv) v gd cond latest frame & luff-line
specs spare upright suit 85 kg & up available for
inspection & test fly at Airborne $3200 for quick
sale leave message on 079 726730
Foil Combat Race 152C series (Adv) in top cond
pink/orange US grey LE only $2600 also
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.TR Race (Int) gd cond $900 +
~oyes Pod suit 5'10"-6' $200 Steve AH (079)
,73279 or Maree BH (079) 466691

VICTORIA
'aragllder Falhawk Neo 22 sq m weight range
,5-75 kg approx 20 hrs airtime gd nov-int canopy
,cI Falhawk harness $2200 ph Andrew 03
,481962
lew Wave 15 or 161 by Firebird (adv) 3 yrs old
leeved LE & Xbars great colours spare
lowntube batten profiles ph 059 786388
leadsets/lntercoms/helmets 2 place & single
,ilot ultralight communication gear UHF & VHF
adio interface spare visors Comunica from
:ngland, the best there is! ph for a price also
iabre 177 (int) 2 for the price of one both fly well
lith no flutter $600 for both also
lullet 2 place ultralight emergency chute $600
'h Glenn 060 761333 & clear me out!
Vanted XS 155 king post hang or Foil Combat
52C low hrs in gd cond $2500 ono sell while it's
lorth something must be able to inspect in Vic
enuine callers only ph 059 786388
'rlke Malnalr Flash 2A 95:32 AUF reg, 2 seater
03 Rotax 200 hrs TT, EC, always hangared
eaut machine to look at & fly many ex1ras has
Ion several competitions $14000 Portland 055
35569
lission 170 (nov) fully faired blue LE white MS
ellow & red US gd cond gd for nov to int $1900
iona 03 8743925 AH
011152 Combat (adv) 8 mths old ex cond flouro
reen/flouro yellow US white MS & LE comp
leeves & ex1ra half batten $3100 call Alan 03
372226 H 8602083 W
larley paragllder 7:1 glide ratio+ to suit exerienced pilot 70 kg+ total time 10 hrs in
rance/Spain/UK ex cond relu~ant sale $2000
h John 03 5719350
iTR 148 (int) gd cond $800 ph Gavin Hill 03
077942
lanted GT or GTR size 170 upward must be in
d airworthy cond with no flutters I don 't mind
Ider gliders in gd nick as I can only afford around
500 also
'anted apron or cocoon harness in gd cond
illing to pay $50, $100 respectively also need
leap non-bicycle helmet in good nick please ph
lark 054261364
araglider Falhawk Athlete 19 sq m suit pilot
eight 45-065 kg 12 mths old 10 hrs airtime in gd
)nd no porosity problem serial # Z-3792 $2000
, Bruce 03 4358934
aglc 111166 (int) one owner fair to gd cond $700

'0 must sell Vince 037552314
Itest Moyes Xact 2 harness would suit pilot
Jprox 5' 10"-6' only 2 hrs airtime & in perf cond
ith addit radio pocket red & black $570 can
3ight interstate ph Warwick 03 3372226
oyes Mission (int) only 8 hrs as new orange LE
'een US speed bar reluctant sale $2500 also
chnicolour Cocoon harness suit 6' gd cond
100 ph Simon Coburn 057 937430 AH
S Easy (Int) fully faired speed bar blue LE white
S orange & blue US gd cond $1800 ono will
ide also
'orld Beater GTR 162 (I nt) blue mylar LE flouro
nk & white MS It blue & grey US fully faired
,eed bar ex cond $1600 ono will trade or freight
lywhere in Australia! also
orld Beater GTR 162 (Int) red mylar LE yellow

lay 1992

& white MS yellow &
red US fully faired
"01' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses
speed bar gd cond
$1500 also
$105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal
World Beater GTR
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
175 (Int) blue LE pink
US fully faired speed
Electronic Tow Meters - $185
bar gd cond $1500
ono will trade also
XS 142 (Adv) fluoro
Denis Cummings
::"
yellow LE & MS
(power rib) white US
PO Box 741
::"
ex cond $3000 ono
"::
Byron Bay 2481
also
Mission 170 (Int)
Ph (066) 856287
fluoro yellow LE white ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~
MS fluoro orange &
yellow US speed bar ex cond $2000 ono also
ACT
GTR 162 (int) red LE white MS best cond GTR in
Mission
170
(Nov)
blue LE blue white & grey
SA $900 ono ph Stephen Ruffels (057) 551724
heavy duty sail harness to suit up to 6' towing
Moyes 151 GTR WB (Int) v gd cond recent
bridle $2300 ph John 06 2540509
factory overhaul black LE pink US kevlar TE price
$1250 also
WA
Rumour 156 (Adv) gd cond superb performer
Mission
170
(nov)
2
yrs old 25 hrs flying time
orange LE black & yellow US $2500 also
MS
blue & grey US speed bar
turquoise
LE
white
Paragliders Fun & Fly 1 x alpine/novice X'Cell
2
$2200 also
25.5 m flouro pink & yellow 1 high perf Arrow
26.5 m 2 blue & yellow both in ex cond incl 1 . XS 155 (adv) grey scrim LE & TE band flouro
yellow "warp" MS power rib TE king post suspenharness & 2 backpacks $2750 the lot or may
sion & fins ex cond absolutely no flutters never
separate 03 7638196
been crashed! $2950 ph Airsports 09 3816053
Trike Wings sails for high performance 95.10
Apex medium Paraglider as new condition
trikes (ownerlbuilder category) call John on 03
$2000 also
5970527 for information
Paramotor JPX twin cylinder $4000 also
Foil Combat 139 (Adv) as new cond mauve Le
AirBorne Buzzard trike with Arrow I 170 wing
pink/grey US $3600 going as Carol 03 8694575
170 hrs gd cond 3 blade carbon fibre prop incl
W 03 5278148 H
trailer & ballistic chute $7500 ono also
Denis Cummings tow metre as new $100 ph
XS 155 (Adv) flies & looks great only flown on
John 093833137
Sundays $2000 ph 03 5987141

North Coast Avionics

:!

GTR 162 Race (Int) green LE green & orange US
$1000 ph John Duffield 03 7210200 W
Skytech Flightdeck altimeter 0-20,000 ft dual
scale vario 0-800, 0-1600
fpm airspeed indicator
incl dual batteries wall
charger & ball clamp gd
cond $450 ph 03
7621364
GTR 162 Racer (Int) +
spare hang loops $1500
also
Helmet $30 also
UHF CB Sundowner
with headphone switch
box $300 ph Geoff Ellis
054478557
Foil Combat 152 (Adv)
pink LE pink & grey US
white MS gd cond $2200
also
Foil 160B (Int) blue LE
red blue & rainbow US no
fl utters $1200 also
Mars 190 (Nov) yellow
LE blue & yellow US floating Xbar never pranged
gd cond $1400 ph Ted 03
5966658
XS 142 (Adv) tip levers
gd cond flies well $2800
also
Ball 651 va rio & altimeter gd cond $480 will
cover freight ph 03
5722568
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Th e H ang Gliding Federation of A ustra lia's calendar
features extroardinary photographs of hang glidi ng
and paragliding from allover Australi a from Buffalo to Byron, from the Flatl ands
to Stanwell (and mo,-e)'

It goes (rornJWr. 1992 until December 1993.
It's 16 pages, in full colour
and it's twice as big as this magazine.
Why not also pick up a video copy of the
1992 Austl-alian Openl Over 120 pilots flew 8 action
packed days at T umut, NSW.

................................................... _---_ .... _....... _--

.. _.- ------- -_._----_._-_ ... -- ....

l Name :
!! Address'.-----------------------------------!:,

Calendar

_ _ _ Copy(s) at Aust . $30

--

~

!.

(includes airmail)

$23 (in Aust. only - includes postage)

! Video

_ _ _ Copy(s) at Aust . $58 (includes air mail)

o

$44 (in Aust. only - includes postage)

VHS

0

NTSC

0

SECA M

" SEND TO . H G FA 143 WY"<lrd St. TUMUT. NSW AUSTRJ\LI~2720 j
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lJ@~ ~@mru[Q)@lU ~
lJ~® ~@mru[Q)@lU ~

1/189 Parkes Street, Helensburgh, NSW 2508, Australia. Ph 61 42942052 Fax 61 42943381

